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Upward global backward erosion

Upward global backward erosion, like horizontal backward erosion, initiates when flowlines and equipotentials congregate at a free outlet creating hydraulic forces (‘gradients’) sufficient to detach particles and initiate the formation of a backward erosion pipe going upwards through susceptible soils (see van Beek et al, 2014). The erosion pipe may break through to the surface forming a sinkhole. The upward backward erosion process is aided by gravity, and seems very tenacious. The erosion pipe may travel rapidly to the surface, but the rate varies in different soils and depends on sufficient supplies of water from the aquifer around the erosion pipe to sustain the process. Having a ‘free’ outlet at its base is vital, if the free discharge of water and eroded particles is restricted the process cannot continue. The case histories below show the relevance of upward backward erosion to dam safety engineering.

Very slow upward backward erosion in clay soils at Lluest Wen dam

At Lluest Wen, a 24 m high dam completed in 1896, upward backward erosion occurred through the puddle clay core (ICOLD, 2016). Subsidence was observed in 1912 and remediated by grouting. In 1969 a sinkhole broke through on to the dam crest. The clay particles eroded by upward backward erosion had discharged slowly through a crack 5-10 mm wide, ultimately increasing to 50 mm wide, through the wall of the brick culvert which passed through the base of the core. Clay debris had been found, but its significance was not appreciated. Bridle (2018) showed that the critical gradient to cause upward backward erosion was about 20, matching the gradient applied downwards in the 24 m high dam.

Medium paced horizontal and upward backward erosion in glacial and fine soils at Shikwamkwa dam

ICOLD (2016) also reports on Shikwamkwa dam, a 35 m high zoned earthfill embankment completed in 1958 with a fine soil core on glacial soil foundations. Soon after construction, backward erosion sand boils appeared downstream. On investigation sinkholes were found in the upstream fine soil blanket, installed to decrease the hydraulic gradient through the foundations below the dam, and in one case in the upstream shoulder of the dam. Numerous attempts at control, prediction and remediation were unsuccessful, leading to the replacement of the dam in 2003. The new dam, 300 m downstream, is a zoned earthfill embankment with a plastic concrete cut-off to a maximum depth of 65 m to bedrock through the foundation.

Very rapid upward backward erosion through the foundation sediments in the reservoir floor at Lar dam

ICOLD (2016) reports on sinkholes in the reservoir basin of Lar dam in Iran. Three existed before the dam was constructed and three new conical sinkholes formed rapidly when water level rose as impounding started. The foundation sediments are several thousand metres deep, through some fine but much coarse-grained soil, above karstic limestone through which large caverns provide ‘free’ outlets for water draining down from the sediments above. The conical sinkholes suggested that they had formed above a single upward backward erosion pipe initiated at outlets in the karst caverns below the very deep coarse-grained sediments. The anomaly is that these coarse grained soils seem susceptible to suffusion, but the speed at which the sinkholes formed when gradients rose during impounding suggests upward backward erosion occurred, possibly through the fine fraction between the coarser particles.
Applying the Sellmeijer 2D chart to upward backward erosion

Figure 1. Showing critical gradients that would lead to failure by 2D horizontal backward erosion failure to ‘free outlet’ at downstream toe for increasingly resistant foundation sands. Inset defines H, L and D. (Figure 20 [4.4 in preprints] ICOLD Bulletin 164, Volume 1, ICOLD 2017, courtesy of Drs Hans Sellmeijer and Vera van Beek).

ICOLD (2017) provides Figure 1, the Sellmeijer 2D chart (and formulae) (Sellmeijer et al, 2011) as a means of checking whether water-retaining embankments on sandy foundations will fail by backward erosion and piping. From Figure 1 it can be seen that for H/L greater than about 0.20 on deep sand foundation aquifers (D/L>0.4), 2D backward erosion (to a free outlet at the toe) will cause failure even in the most resistant of foundation sands. In (vertical) upward backward erosion, the orientation of the dimensions is turned through 90°. The water depth (H) is slightly greater that the length (depth of foundation), H/L ≈ 1; the aquifer is a vertical cylinder, of substantial diameter, making D/L large (>1.0, say). Consequently, backward erosion pipes can be expected to form, provided that there is a free outlet to good drainage at its downstream end (bottom in vertical backward erosion). At Lar, the karst caverns provide the free outlet. At Shikwamkwa, the horizontal backward erosion pipes apparently provided a sufficient outlet to allow upward backward erosion to proceed. At Lluest Wen, the small quantities of seepage from the low permeability clay core discharged into the crack at gradients high enough to detach clay particles, initiating the slow upward backward erosion process.

Horizontal and upward backward erosion in possibly suffusive soils

The Lar sediments and the Shikwamkwa foundation soils may have been gap-graded and potentially suffusive, and it seems that the backward erosion pipes in those cases may have developed through the potentially suffusive fines in the pores between the coarse-grained matrix. Douglas et al (2016) carried out downward flow permeameter experiments to investigate global upward backward erosion and suffusion. Suffusive soils lost fines from the top of the samples, fines were lost from the bottom of samples where upward global backward erosion occurred. This may be explained by considering the erosion processes. Suffusion initiates when the hydraulic forces imposed by downward flow drive suffusive fine particles downwards. As fines are cleared from the upper part of the sample the hydraulic gradient increases across the remaining gap-graded lower part of the sample, the upper eroding fines move faster, joining those below, filling pore spaces, reducing pore velocity and restricting the progress of the suffusion, in some cases potentially halting it. Backward erosion commences where equipotentials congregate at outlets and impose sufficient forces to initiate erosion which continues at the tip of the erosion pipe as it progresses upwards. The effects of outlets of various configurations and sizes at the base of the permeameter were tested. High hydraulic gradients were needed to cause upward backward erosion where there were many small diameter outlets, possibly because the aquifers providing water to each of the outlets were too small to initiate erosion. Few larger outlets resulted in sinkhole formation at lower gradients, possibly because the larger aquifers around the few outlets and the few erosion pipes as they progressed upwards generated higher erosive forces.

A ‘short-cut’ to use the 2D Sellmeijer method to estimate critical gradients for 3D backward erosion

2D backward erosion occurs when there is a free outlet – a ditch or no confining layer - all along the downstream toe of the embankment. 3D backward erosion occurs through holes in ‘confining’ layers – fine low permeability soils –
at the toe and downstream of the embankment. Sand boils often form during 3D backward erosion. Van Beek et al (2015) showed that 3D backward erosion occurs at very approximately half (≈ 0.5) the Sellmeijer 2D gradient, thus providing an approximate means of assessing whether 3D backward erosion could lead to failure. At AV Watkins dam, where a serious local backward erosion incident occurred, the approximation showed that 3D backward erosion may have occurred in the 1.6 m deep fine sand layer immediately under the embankment not, as had been thought previously, in the deeper layers below the hardpan layer under the upper fine sand. More is said about this in Bridle (2019).
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Introduction

The Hubalov weir is located in the north of the Czech Republic at the Jizera River that is the right bank tributary of the Elbe River. The purpose of the weir is river slope stabilization and generation of hydropower. The hydraulic structure consists of 93.6 m long and 10.3 m weir body. The height of the weir is 1.56 m. At the right bank, the weir is equipped with the gated sluice. This serves for flushing down the gravel deposited in front of the inlet to the small hydropower plant (HPP) located at the right bank of the Jizera river (Fig. 1). Due to the minor significance and low potential consequences in case of weir collapse it has been classified as a hydraulic structure of the category IV, i.e. the lowest consequence class with only limited extent of surveillance and measurements.

The collapse of the weir

On 11 June 2018, the Hubalov weir collapsed close to the right abutment at the vicinity of the small hydropower plant. The documentation indicates that the damage started downstream behind the right-bank massive pier between the sluice and the hydropower plant. The collapse continued by gradual subsidence of the right pier by approximately 1.8 m. Intensive vortex developed fast in front of the sluice gates, which indicated intensive flow below the sluice. At the same time, gates and the footbridge over the sluice inclined and collapsed. This propagated to the left sluice pier, which inclined towards the sluice and separated from the weir body. To the stability of the left pier contributed the sheet pile supporting its lower part. It sunk about 0.7 m following the left pier (Fig. 2).

The causes of the weir collapse

The collapse was caused by internal erosion of permeable sandy gravels. Two potential seepage paths (A, B in Fig. 1 right) were identified, one below the sluice gate and the second one between the sluice and the HPP. The local defect started probably behind the right sluice pier where flushed out material caused subsidence of the platform in front of the hydropower plant. At the continuation phase, subsidence of the right pier caused a collapse of the bottom slab of the sluice and total collapse of the structure. Contributing factors were deficiencies upstream of the sluice like open contraction joints and cracks in the intake bed and a fact that upstream sheet pile wall was not extended to the sluice...
and HPP plant intake. Other factors were the absence of the stilling basin below the sluice, the fact that wooden piles, vibrations coming from the turbines and high head during the dry period, supported foundation slabs. Poor knowledge about true geological conditions at the site was also crucial.

The development of the local seepage paths below the concrete structures supported by wooden piles was hardly to be identified. The seepage was also possible via not-sealed contraction joints between right sluice pier and the HPP and damaged bottom pavement in front of the sluice and HPP intake. Taking into account the first subsidence of the HPP platform, the more probable is the development of the seepage path B. Further, on the right sluice pier started to subside and incline and ripped off the bottom slab of the sluice. Thus, extremely short seepage path developed below the sluice gates, which resulted in bursting out the slab and the scour cca 1.7 m deep. This phase took about 15 – 20´.

The collapse was caused by the combination of following unfavourable factors:

- Structural deficiencies at the upstream intake channel to the HPP, which enabled seepage into the subbase via not sealed contraction joints, cracks and defects in the intake bed.
- Upstream sheet pile wall was not extended to the sluice and HPP intake.
- The absence of the stilling basin, scouring the riverbed downstream of the weir and the stilling basin. The stabilizing riprap did not improve this situation and did not extend the seepage path.
- Former demolition and construction works might contribute to the seepage behind the right sluice wall.
- The effective stress in the sand gravel soil below the foundation slabs supported by wooden piles was practically zero; the material lost its resistance against internal erosion. Certain role may be attributed to vibrations coming from the turbines.
- The dry period resulted in historically highest head, i.e. difference between upstream and downstream water levels at the weir.
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Abstract

After discovery and remediation of sinkholes in one of its large embankment dams, BC Hydro, like many other major dam owners, continues to face the challenges of assessing seepage-induced internal erosion and related dam safety risks of embankment dams. In particular, BC Hydro owns and operates many large embankment dams comprising coarse widely graded core and filter materials, thus appropriate assessment of internal erosion of existing dams is critical in assessing their health and safety risks. This presentation summarizes BC Hydro’s practice, experience and future direction in assessing internal erosion of zoned embankment dams.

BC Hydro’s Approach

Internal erosion initiates when hydraulic forces exceed the resistant forces of soil particles within an embankment dam or its foundation. Internal erosion may be arrested if the adjoining material provides adequate filtering function that prevents loss of base materials while allows passing of seepage flow. Many of BC Hydro’s zoned embankment dams consist of impervious core and downstream zones built of glacial till materials, which are widely graded with silt-sand-gravel and some oversize particles. These widely graded materials may be prone to internal instability and/or segregation, and often do not meet modern filter criteria (USBR, 2011). To evaluate internal erosion in zoned embankment dams, BC Hydro current practice has been focusing on assessment of material susceptibility to internal stability and filter compatibility. The following approach is being undertaken:

• Comprehensive and detailed review of construction records;
• Desktop studies of as-constructed material gradations;
• Performing conventional small scale filter tests; and
• Moving towards filter testing of large particle size gradation samples

Detailed Construction Record Review – Embankment Fill and Foundation Characterization

As a dam owner, in order to thoroughly understand seepage performance of an existing dam, it is important to carry out a comprehensive and detailed review of all available construction records. This includes compilation and review of technical specifications, record drawings, quality control and record tests of fill placement (gradation, density, etc.), construction photos, construction sequences and placement equipment and methods, foundation excavation and treatments, foundation seepage cutoff wall construction, etc. Detailed and comprehensive review of design and construction record data helps understand the original design intent as well as the as-constructed conditions to evaluate if the materials meet the modern design criteria. Attention is given to compiling and reviewing available daily construction records/correspondences to detect any unusual construction methods and problems, e.g. material variations, fill placement sequence, winter construction, etc. The result of such data compilation and review is Embankment Fill and Foundation Characterization Report to provide solid basis for subsequent dam performance assessments. Use of 3D CAD and GIS models facilitates the data compilation and analysis, and the development of 3D seepage/stress analysis models for the dam. All material susceptibility to internal stability and filter compatibility analysis results for each pertinent and available construction data is also incorporated into the GIS model to account for spatial distribution/variability so as to look for potential location(s) of internal erosion.

Desktop Analysis of As-constructed Gradations

Desk study is performed on the dam fill materials and its foundation materials using the existing empirical methods based on the construction data. Attention is given to the applicability of the methods since most methods are not applicable to all soil types. The methods are considered only suitable for the soils types that were used in the research to develop the empirical methods. The desk study generally includes the assessment of (1) internal stability, (2) vulnerability to segregation, (3) potential to crack and to hold a crack under seepage flow, and (4) filter compatibility. In the filter compatibility assessment, for the filter materials deemed susceptible to internal instability and segregation,
the filter gradations are adjusted by removing some fine fractions of the originally filter gradations to account for internal instability and segregation (Foster, 2007, Li et al., 2014, ICOLD, 2017)

Recognizing the wide range of particle size gradation curves, ICOLD (2017) recommends using the finest base soil gradation, the average soil gradation, and the coarsest base soil gradation in the filter compatibility assessment. It has been found that these three material gradations do not necessarily represent the upper and lower filter requirements, especially for the base materials which fall into two different base soil categories. A statistical approach to account for the variability of gradations is recommended (Li et al. 2009 and Fannin et al. 2017) to inform the range of filter requirements. In this approach, all of the material gradations from construction quality control and record tests are digitized into a spreadsheet and statistical analyses are performed using the Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) code.

Conventional Filter Tests

Following the desk study, laboratory tests are carried out on select samples to verify the applicability of the methods used in the desk study. Attention is given to the selection of representative gradations, sample preparations, testing conditions, and test result interpretations. The conventional laboratory tests include the following:

- Internal Stability Tests in 280 mm diameter rigid wall permeameter cell for materials up to 1.5” particle size;
- Continuing Erosion Filter (CEF) Tests in 280 mm diameter rigid wall permeameter cell for materials up to 1.5” particle size; and
- Sand Castle Tests of filter specimens about 150 mm in diameter and 120 mm in height for assessing filter crack holding potential.

Because of the small scale laboratory testing device relative to the range of full material particle sizes of the dam fills, various degrees of gradation scalping are required for these filter tests. This has precluded testing of the actual full range in gradation of the coarse widely graded fill materials in the dams and has raised questions on the applicability of the test results and assessment criteria. With respect to assessment of the filter crack holding potential, some field Sand Castle Tests were carried out in-situ in test pits. However, the results of the both the laboratory and in-situ tests are difficult to interpret because these tests are non-standard and have not yet been related to actual dam performance under seepage flow nor in large scale testing under boundary and seepage conditions similar to in-situ.

Development of Large Scale Laboratory Testing Facility

Current assessment of internal erosion of zoned dams is largely based on empirical methods. Appropriate empirical methods need to be selected for the fill materials in question, and laboratory testing is required to verify the application of the empirical methods. In view of the above limitations with the small scale lab testing, BC Hydro is currently working with its subsidiary Powertech Labs Inc. to develop an advanced, state-of-the-art laboratory testing facility. This facility will allow BC Hydro to carry out large scale laboratory testing to characterize the filtering and drainage functionality of widely-graded dam fill materials that exist in BC Hydro’s dams. Currently, two sizes (300 mm and 500 mm diameter) of rigid wall permeameter cells are being fabricated to permit testing of both internal instability and CEF testing of materials up to 3” maximum particle size, with a potential to develop a 900 mm diameter cell to test materials up to 6” particle size. A large scale hydraulic flume is also being developed to assess filter performance of various materials under horizontal seepage with cracked conditions.
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Introduction

The pump storage hydropower plant is located in the north-east of the Czech Republic in the altitude 1350 m above SWL. The sealing of the upper reservoir is surface asphaltic lining (Fig. 1). The scheme was commissioned in 1996 and from that time is in full operation.

The surface asphaltic lining at the upper reservoir of the pump storage hydropower scheme is composed from overlying mastic coating, 80 mm thick dense layer and the binder layer composed by porous asphaltic concrete (AC) of variable thickness from 40 to 80 mm (Fig. 2). The designed base material underlying the binder layer was 200 ± 50 mm thick supporting (drainage) layer with grains ranging in size from 16 to 90 mm. The interface between the drainage layer and the dam body had to be transition (screed) layer from aggregates with grains ranging from 0 to 250 mm. The screed is of variable thickness and is smoothing uneven surface of the upstream slope of the perimetral rockfill dam. The rockfill dam consists of crushed stone with grains up to 800 mm.

Figure 1. Cross section of the perimetral dam

Figure 2. Composition of the asphalt concrete lining
The depression at the lining

In the year 2018, the small depression was identified at the surface of asphaltic lining at the upper reservoir of the scheme. After dismantling the asphaltic surface the sinkhole appeared in the underlying layers indicating the suffusion of loose materials below the lining (Fig. 3). The backward analysis of filter criteria of the soils underlying the lining including the dam material indicated full compliance with general recommendations on the gradation.

Analysis and discussion

More detailed analysis of the documentation during the construction and the findings from numerous boreholes to the lining have shown significant variability in the thickness of base layers and variability (nonhomogeneity) in grain size of materials used. Thus even if the filter criteria have been fulfilled for the soil properties documented during construction, the defect was attributed to the great variability and nonhomogeneity of the soils dam body and soil layers below the asphaltic lining. The sinkhole probably propagated into the local greater voids in the rockfill dam body. This should be taken into account when assessing suffusion criteria at the contact with coarse highly nonhomogeneous materials. Another, until now not completely clarified issue is the occurrence of saturated, probably confined zone below the lining. Another issue is the occurrence of saturated confined zone below the lining. Data records documenting the first impoundment of the reservoir have shown that in the sinkhole location there was large horizontal crack of the asphaltic lining in 1996, which probably caused intensive seepage to the dam body.
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Introduction

The Cleveland Dam is a 91 m high concrete gravity dam, on the Capilano River, North Vancouver. It impounds the Capilano Reservoir (Figure 1), a source of drinking water for the City of Vancouver. The left (east) abutment of Cleveland Dam comprises a thick sequence of interbedded glacial deposits. In 1957, Karl Terzaghi was retained by the Commissioner of the Greater Vancouver Water District, “to investigate the complex drainage conditions extant at the left abutment... and make recommendations as to what additional measures seem appropriate”. In the years 1958 to 1961, Vancouver-based geotechnical consultants C.F. Ripley and Associates prepared a “Compilation of data re. downstream slope of east abutment, Cleveland Dam, for Dr. Terzaghi”. To inform his understanding of the stability of the east abutment, Terzaghi drew upon extensive observations by Dr. Victor Dolmage, a Vancouver-based consulting geologist working on the subsoil exploration of the damsite. In 1961, Terzaghi reported on his conclusions and recommendations.

Glacial Geology of the Damsite

Cleveland Dam was built in a narrow rock canyon (Figure 2), believed incised after the last glaciation. The deposits of the east abutment, which Dolmage had identified to contain “at least three till sheets separated from each other by glacial river and lake sediments”, are attributed to infill of an ancestral pre-glacial channel of the Capilano River. In the vicinity of the east abutment, the bedrock surface is “locally covered with a layer of very hard till T_s, and till sheet T_3 rests directly on the till T_s or on bedrock”. Terzaghi believed the “extremely uneven character of its upper surface suggests that much of the sheet has been removed by erosion”, before a silt stratum S_s was “probably deposited in an inter-glacial lake”. The overlying T_1 stratum, an “ill-defined and locally composite layer”, was identified as “a till, or till-like material”. The formation of the G_s stratum found above it, “a fluvio-glacial deposit with a lenticular pattern of stratification”, was attributed to repeated advance-retreat movements of ice. Terzaghi believed that “whenever the ice front retreated the till sheet formed during the preceding advance was partly removed by erosion and replaced by fluvio-glacial sediments or glacial lake deposits”, yielding a discontinuous pattern of stratification.
that is characterised by “steep and sharp boundaries between undisturbed silt and adjacent sand and gravel”. The G1 stratum, termed the upper aquifer, was found to extend without discontunity from the left abutment of the dam to exposures on the east slope of the present valley downstream from the left abutment. It is overlain by a very dense and hard till stratum Tₐ. The formation of the uppermost Gₜ blanket of clean sand, gravel, cobble and boulders “may have been glacio-fluvial initially, with later re-sorting as a marine beach”.

**Cleveland Dam: Provisions for Seepage Control**

The dam rests on bedrock that was cleared of river sediments, prior to the start of construction in 1952. On both ends of the gravity section, abutment core walls increase the seepage path length in the glacial sediments above bedrock surface. Bedrock beneath the gravity section and core walls was grouted. The design also incorporated a grout curtain extending into the east abutment, and an impervious blanket on the east slope of the reservoir, both of which were constructed in 1953-54.

First-filling of the reservoir commenced in December 1954. It was recognised that impounding the reservoir might comprise the stability of the east slope of the valley downstream from the dam. Given the complex pattern of stratification in the east abutment, as a precautionary measure, three drainage tunnels were excavated into the slope (in 1954-55). Supplemental drainage provisions on the slope downstream of the dam included weighted filter blankets (in 1955) over groundwater seeps exhibiting discharge of eroded silt, bleeder wells (in 1955), and a drainage shaft (in 1957). On the matter of the weighted filter blankets, it should be noted that concepts for filter design, as first proposed and patented by Terzaghi in 1922-24, and the companion empirical (D₁₅) filter rules for soil retention and permeability that were first published by Terzaghi in 1939 (see Fannin, 2008), had only just been extended for application to widely-graded base soils in a 1955 publication of the USBR.

**Terzaghi’s Conclusions and Recommendations**

The pattern of seepage through the east abutment was primarily established with reference to periodic readings of piezometric level at observation wells, and a comparison of these field data with a series of idealised flow net diagrams. Terzaghi’s conclusions and recommendations addressed (i) the efficacy of the grout curtain, the impervious blanket, and the drainage tunnels, for purposes of seepage control, and (ii) the mitigation of internal erosion within the glacial deposits of the east abutment of the dam, believed induced by filling of the reservoir.
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The backward erosion piping in foundation ground under the levee is known to be one of the causes of failure of the levee system. To investigate the backward erosion piping progression, authors conducted a series of physical model seepage test in a centrifuge model (Koito et al. 2016, Takahashi et al. 2017, Takizawa et al. 2018).

In this paper, our previous experimental works on the backward erosion piping progression are reexamined by using visual information. Model levee in the previous experimental works is shown in Figure 1. In the tests, only the slope on the protected side is modelled. For the upper layer, less permeable Silica No.8 (hydraulic conductivity = 4.4×10\(^{-5}\) m/s) is used, while the lower layer is made of Silica No. 5 (hydraulic conductivity = 1.0×10\(^{-3}\) m/s). The expected hydraulic condition is that the river water seeps through not the embankment but the foundation ground when the flood water level rises. Seepage test is conducted in a centrifugal acceleration field of 50G.

Firstly, visual observation made in physical model seepage tests with embankment made of Kaolin clay is discussed. Figure 2 shows observations of sand volcanoes that appear near the toe of slopes on the protected side in Case 3 in Takizawa et al. 2018 as an example. To visually observe the sand volcanoes of the foundation ground, the coloured sands are placed as shown in Fig. 1. From observations, coloured sand from Area I is ejected from the notch on the toe of the slope, which is regarded as an initiation of the pipe formation. (Fig.2(a)) The major sand volcanoes point moves with increase of the flood water level and the coloured sand from Area II is observed at “1” in Fig. 2(b). When the seepage stage moves on to the next, progression of the pipe resumes and continues for a certain period of time under the constant average hydraulic gradient (Fig.2(c-d)). From Fig. 2(d), the coloured sand from Area I is observed after ejection from Area IV. Based on the above observations, the piping initiate near the toe of slopes at shortest distance between the upstream and downstream. However, the temporal forward progression from Area IV to Area I in Fig. 2(d) indicates that pipe does not necessarily propagate along the shortest seepage path. Observed multiple erosion patterns on the foundation surface after the test in Fig. 3 (b) also lead to the same conclusion.

Figure 4 shows the pipe visible from side observation window in Case 3 in Takizawa et al. 2018 as an example. The pipe (a)forms, (b)clogs,(c) resumes, (d) extends to the flood-side with expansion of a pipe diameter (e)clogs and (f) resumes and extends. This clogging is caused by local collapse of the expanded pipe due to overburden pressure.

In order to discuss the three-dimensional progression of the backward erosion piping, secondly, results obtained from a physical model seepage tests with embankment made of transparent material are presented. This transparent embankment is made by coagulated water by an agar. It enables the opportunity to observe piping progression as shown in Fig. 5. Same as clay, it also reproduces local collapse of expanded pipes. From observations of piping progression through the transparent embankment, it is confirmed that piping progression is not straight but meandering and branching.

Finally, hypothetical three-dimensional piping progression is concluded based on results of a series of tests as follows: In progression process of the backward erosion piping, a pipe extends to the flood-side with expansion of a pipe diameter. Local collapse of the pipe due to overburden pressure induced by the embankment leads to meandering and branching of pipe.
Figure 2. Observation of pipe progression

Figure 3. Top view of the foundation ground

Figure 4. Observation of pipe progression from side observation window

Figure 5. Top view and sketch of the foundation ground
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Introduction

The backward erosion piping (BEP) is driven by the seepage forces acting on the soil grains at the upstream end of the seepage path. To simplify the assessment of BEP occurrence, authors compare the value of average hydraulic gradient with its critical value obtained using empirical data (Bligh, 1910; Lane, 1935). The more detailed model of BEP for uniform sands was proposed by Sellmeijer (1988) and later by Van Beek (2015). A new device of circular cross-section where hydraulic gradients along the sample can be observed as well as the erosion progression was presented by Robbins et al. (2018). However, the impact of the local critical hydraulic gradient in the soil on the backward erosion piping was not fully studied yet. In the paper, a newly developed small-scale BEP testing device is presented.

The new testing device, procedure and material

A testing device consists of two major parts: the testing box and the sedimentation cone. The testing box is of rectangular cross-section of dimensions 0.12 × 0.12 m with the length 0.35 m. At the inlet section, 70 mm thick layer of gravel protected by the sieve is installed to homogenize flow into the sandy sample (length about 0.22 m). In the downstream front wall, there is hole of diameter 12 mm through which the water with eroded material flows out of the testing box. Through this hole, a predefined 0.1 m long “pipe” was created underneath the top cover of the box. Along the predefined pipe and expected path of its progression, 17 piezometers with spacing 20 mm were installed in the top cover of the device so the hydraulic gradient along the seepage path may be observed. Downstream of the box, the sedimentation cone was attached. Here the downstream boundary condition is fixed and eroded amount may be observed. Both the testing box and the sedimentation cone are made of transparent perplex glass. The device is connected to the vertically movable tank defining variable upstream boundary conditions (Fig. 1).

The testing procedure consisted of sample preparation, the phase in which no erosion occurred and the phase of erosion. Firstly, tested soil (sand with known characteristics) was placed in the device, the sedimentation cone was connected and the sample was saturated with water. The sample was subjected to seepage with fixed downstream and variable upstream boundary condition given by the elevation of movable tank. The tank was gradually raised and piezometric heads along the sample were measured. At the initial phase the critical hydraulic gradient was not exceeded and the erosion did not occur. After exceeding a certain critical elevation of the tank, erosion occurred. Eroded material and the pipe dimensions were observed during this phase by the camera. Finally, after intensive erosion, a total failure occurred and the experiment was finished.

Interim results

The results from the experiments were piezometric heads along the sample, hydraulic conductivity of the soil and an estimate of eroded amount in time. Based on the piezometric heads in the last step when the sample was still stable the critical hydraulic gradient was identified. After summarizing results from the set of experiments the critical hydraulic gradient and its relation to other characteristics will be set.
Conclusion

The device for the testing of backward erosion piping was described in brief. It is intended to run several sets of experiments with different materials and variable soil porosity. From the results the threshold and erosion parameters will be derived, i.e. critical hydraulic gradient, critical shear stress and soil erodibility. To simulate the BEP process numerical model will be developed and calibrated using the experimental data.
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A novel remediation technique against backward erosion piping is being investigated in a multi-scale experimental program. The coarse sand barrier (CSB) is a trench containing densified coarse sand that is placed below an embankment dam or levee in order to prevent the upstream progression of a pipe. The effectiveness of the measure is based on the larger resistance of the densified coarse sand in the barrier against piping erosion, and on the low hydraulic load in the barrier resulting from the conductivity contrast between barrier and background material. This method was investigated in laboratory experiments on a small-scale (aquifer depth 0.10 m) and a medium-scale (aquifer depth 0.40 m) and was found promising. In order to increase the confidence in the potential of the measure for application in the field, two experiments at a larger scale (aquifer depth 3 m) were conducted. This contribution presents the analysis of the piping process of the first large-scale experiment based on measurements during the test and excavation of the sample after the test.

Experiment

The samples were prepared in an experimental facility at Deltares, the Delta Flume. The sand body is trapezoidal, 5 m wide, 34.1 m long at the top, 18 m long at the bottom, and 3 m thick. The sand body was densified and covered by a blanket of compacted clay, except for the inflow area and outflow area (a transverse ditch of 0.5 m wide). The barrier is 0.5 m deep in the sand body, penetrates ca. 0.2 m into the blanket layer and is 0.3 m thick. A plan view of the sample is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1](https://example.com/figure1.png)

*Figure 1. l.h.s: plan view of the top of the sample, the dark grey area indicates the location of the barrier, the light grey areas indicate the inflow area (from -24 m to -15.5 m) and the outflow area at the ditch (from 0 m to 10.1 m), the white area is covered by the blanket. Crosses indicate locations of PPT's; r.h.s.: close-up of the barrier, transducer row h6# is at the upstream side of the barrier, h4# is on the downstream side of the barrier.*

The sand body was instrumented with pore pressure transducers (PPTs) and buoyant tracers. Visual observations and discharge measurements were recorded periodically. During the test leakage occurred and the upstream water level was lowered for repairs during the test and also prior to achieving a clear breakthrough of the pipe through the barrier. Excavations were performed after the test.

Analysis of piping progress

During laboratory experiments, the piping process occurred below a transparent cover (Akrami et al. 2019). Those tests show that the head measured inside the barrier, and the gradient over the barrier, as computed from measurements on the upstream and downstream side inside the barrier, provide a good indication of the pipe reaching the barrier,
and of progression of the pipe inside the barrier. For the large-scale test, the measured heads in row h6# on the upstream side inside the barrier, the applied upstream head, and the computed gradients during the test are shown in Figure 2. These are combined with observations during the test and observations from excavation to infer how the piping process took place.

Sand boils were observed on both the north and south side inside the ditch indicating the formation of pipes. The first pipe appears to arrive at the barrier close to side #2 (the south side): all heads in the barrier fall, and the gradient at side #2 rises. The rise at side #3 shortly afterwards suggests progression of the pipe parallel to the barrier in the background sand over a limited distance. The gradient in side #2 continues to increase sharply indicating erosion continues downstream. There is a gap in the data, during which the upstream head is maintained at 4 m, and subsequently lowered for repairs. At the reduced head drop, the head indicated by h62 is ca. 5 cm higher than the head indicated by the other transducers in row 6#. This suggests that this transducer has settled by ca. 5 cm during the data gap. This suggests that erosion of the barrier created a void into which the transducer sank during the repair activities. From then the measurements of h62, and the computed gradient at side #2 are not representative.

Excavations support this interpretation, these show that a large pipe formed on the south side of the ditch and progressed to the south side of the barrier. This pipe cut into the cover layer, and was filled with barrier material. In front of the barrier, a ca. 0.4 m wide area was eroded on the south side of the model. Above the barrier itself, the cover layer had subsided over a width of ca. 0.5 m. At this location, a thin layer of fine sand was found on top of the barrier. The origin of this sand was not adequately explained. If the pipe had progressed through the barrier, a larger amount of sand would be expected. However, it cannot be ruled out that the pipe did breach the barrier, as the upstream water level was being lowered in the period that the erosion occurred. The subsidence of the blanket into the barrier may then have prevented further erosion at this location.

When the upstream water level was raised again, sand boils on both sides of the ditch were activated, but the erosion activity on the north side of the model appeared dominant. A pipe appears to reach the barrier around side #8 on 22-04 causing the gradient to increase. Gradients at side #7 and #8 start to fall on 23-04 at 12:30. This might indicate progression of the pipe in the barrier, but excavations indicate that the barrier was intact on the north side. Leakage was observed in the north side of the model at that time. Excavations revealed several pipes on the north side of the model at the ditch, these spread out into a delta towards the barrier. These pipes were much smaller than on the south side. That would be expected, as flow initially concentrated to the south pipe in the barrier, and later was distributed over several pipes. A larger pipe in the south side would also provide more space for eroded barrier material, which

![Figure 2](image-url)
would account for the greater extent of damage that occurred on the south side of the model. This test indicates that the pipe did not progress parallel to the entire barrier prior to damage of the barrier, which is different from the laboratory tests. In the laboratory tests, the barrier was level with the sand body, and pipe progression into the barrier is considered to be governed by the local horizontal gradient in the barrier. In the current test, the barrier penetrates into the cover layer, therefore the barrier can crumble into the pipe downstream to a much greater extent. It appears that in this case the progression of the erosion front in the barrier is also limited by the space and transport capacity of the pipe downstream of the barrier. Settlement of the clay layer may also have hindered the continuation of the process in this experiment.

The second large-scale test was conducted with a barrier that was level with the sand body, where the resistance of the barrier would be controlled by the same mechanism as in the laboratory tests. However, results from this first test are important with regards to practical application, as the installation of a barrier that is level with the background sand is more challenging than the installation of a barrier that penetrates into the cover layer.
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Extended Abstract:

Levees and dykes are often built on alluvial and deltaic foundations that consist of granular soils covered by more cohesive, fine grained deposits. This common foundation condition is highly susceptible to backward erosion piping (BEP), an internal erosion mechanism by which shallow erosion channels progress through the sand foundation under the cohesive cover layer. The probability of failure due to BEP is commonly assessed by comparing the head loss across a structure to critical values obtained from predictive methods. The total head loss at the critical pipe length can be divided into head loss occurring across the intact soil upstream of the pipe, head loss occurring in the erosion pipe, and head loss occurring over the sand boil and cover layer. While much focus has been given to the first two sources of head loss, very little attention has been given to the head loss over the sand boil and cover layer.

In 2016, high water levels were observed along the Mississippi River in the United States and the Waal River in the Netherlands. The high water levels caused sand boils to activate at both locations such that the head losses occurring over the sand boil and cover layer could be measured. Measurements of the pressure profile along the sand boil throat were made by inserting small standpipes down the sand boil throat as shown in Figure 1. The standpipe was lowered down the sand boil throat in intervals, with a measurement of the excess head (relative to the water surface above the boil) taken at each depth once the water level in the standpipe had stabilized. The measured pressure profiles, shown as excess head relative to the water surface, for each location are shown in Figure 2. In addition to measurements of the pressure profile, the flow rate, sand boil dimensions, and flow velocities in the sand boil throat were also measured. Samples of the sand in the sand boils were obtained for determining particle size distributions of the eroded material. For complete details on the measurements made, the interested reader is referred to Robbins et al. (2019).

Figure 1. Photographs of head loss measurements in sand boils located along (a) the Mississippi River in the United States and (b) the Waal River in the Netherlands.
Interestingly, the head loss profiles observed in the two boils (Figure 2) were completely different. The Mississippi River sand boil had a well-defined cone in which a heavy suspension of sand was actively “boiling”. As seen in Figure 2, this upper boiling sand zone caused approximately 8-9 cm of head loss, below which no additional losses were observed in the sand boil. To the contrary, the Waal River sand boil appeared to have a near constant pressure gradient from the ground surface to a depth of roughly 0.8 m. While quite different trends were observed, it was found that a physical explanation for the observed pressure profiles was provided by considering the relationship between flow velocity and suspension porosity. Baldock et al. (2004) presents a relation between the porosity of a fluid suspension under steady state conditions and the flow velocity, particle diameter, and particle density. Using these concepts, a simple hydraulic theory was developed to predict the head loss profile in the sand boils. As shown in Figure 2, the developed theory closely predicted the measured trends observed in the field. For complete details on the theoretical formulation, refer to Robbins et al. (2019).

![Figure 2. Measured and predicted head profiles for (a) Mississippi River and (b) Waal River sand boils.](image)

The results of this study illustrate that the head loss across a sand boil (and associated cover layer) is a function of the flow velocity through the boil and the properties (diameter and density) of the sand grains being transported. A simple hydraulic theory was found to favourably predict the trends in the head loss profiles observed in the field. By coupling the hydraulic theory for sand boil head losses to numerical models for predicting BEP, the risk of embankment failure due to BEP can be more accurately assessed.
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Introduction

The coarse sand barrier (CSB) is considered as a promising measure to prevent failure of embankments due to backward erosion piping. In this method, a trench consisting of coarse sand is placed below the blanket layer at the downstream side of the embankment, across the possible path of the pipe to prevent development of a pipe. A pipe can progress upstream until it encounters the CSB, which prevents further progression of the pipe unless a significantly higher head drop (compared to the case without CSB) is applied. This results in a much higher safety level for the levee. The increased strength is due to the barrier’s higher resistance against erosion, and the relatively high hydraulic conductivity contrast between the barrier and the background material leading to a reduction of the hydraulic load in the barrier. The feasibility of this method has been investigated in a three-phase experimental programme at Deltares consisting of small-, medium- and large-scale experiments, confirming this method as a highly effective piping inhibiting measure. This contribution presents the results of one phase of this research, the medium-scale experiments, during which several laboratory experiments were conducted. In this paper, the piping process and observations on the pipe progression in presence of a CSB are presented and analyzed to get a better insight in the principle of pipe progression with respect to different barrier materials.

Experimental study

The medium-scale experiments have been conducted in a box with inner dimensions of 1.753 m length, 0.881 m width, 0.403 m depth, seepage length of 1.385 m, exit hole diameter of 0.082 m and barrier thickness of 0.300 m. Dimensions of sand body and exit hole of the medium-scale set-up are approximately four times larger than the small-scale set-up. A detailed description of the small-scale apparatus is given in Bezuijen et al. (2018). The test procedure during small- and medium-scale experiments is the same as is described by Bezuijen et al. (2018), and Van Beek et al. (2015). During the medium-scale tests, a constant head drop is applied for 5 minutes or longer. In case of sand transport, the head is kept constant until the transport stops for several minutes, after which the head is increased again. Flow rate is measured for each head increment and head measurements are recorded, using pore pressure transducers. During these experiments, different combinations of fine sand and barrier materials are tested to investigate the effect of hydraulic conductivity contrast, amongst other factors. Due to the transparent cover layer of the set-up, the piping process can be observed. In this paper results of four medium-scale experiments are presented with combinations of Baskarp fine (B15) or Baskarp coarse (B25) sand (with d50 of 0.151 and 0.228 mm respectively and C_u of 1.6) as a background sand and compound materials GZB1 or GZB 2 (with d50 of 1.402 and 0.886 mm, and C_u of 3.7 and 2.2 respectively) as a CSB with high relative density.

Results

The observations of the experiments were similar for the four experiments. When a head difference is created, flow is concentrated towards the exit hole, resulting in local fluidization and formation of an erosion lens. Subsequently several pipes formed at the exit hole. However, for the pipe progression from the exit hole to the barrier, further head increments are required. The common procedure of backward erosion piping will continue by progression of the pipe towards upstream leading to failure. Once the pipe reaches the CSB, the flow towards the pipe is insufficient to cause the pipe to grow into the barrier due to the more stable situation. The high flow rates and lower erosion resistance in the background sand next to the pipe, compared to that of the barrier, result in pipe formation parallel to the CSB, along the entire width of the CSB. This formed a T-shape pipe as also observed in small-scale experiments with a CSB, described by Bezuijen et al. (2018). This transverse development of the pipe causes the flow to be redistributed, reducing the load on the barrier. Therefore, flow is conveyed through the barrier towards the T-shape pipe to exit through the central pipe which causes converge of flow to the centre of the model. This results in the largest depth, just downstream of the CSB in the centre of the model. Due to the collection of water to exit through the central pipe, major crumbling of the barrier at that location and some crumbling along the entire width is observed.
As the head is increased in time, the pipe enters the barrier and lengthens through the barrier in several noteworthy steps, which will be defined here, see Figure 1. After the pipe reaches the barrier and progresses along the barrier, it enters the barrier at the damage step, which is defined as the point at which one or more pipes are observed to grow few cm into the barrier. However, formation of largest depth downstream of the CSB and extensive crumbling of the barrier affected a large area inside the barrier, making the damage point difficult to register. At the next step (short growth), one or more pipes grow several cm but do not progress beyond halfway through the barrier. In some tests, after the short growth, there is another significant growth step (medium growth), which still does not cause the pipe to lengthen past halfway through the barrier. There is also lengthening of pipes in smaller amounts that is not considered as a step. At the next step (long growth), one of the pipes progressed beyond halfway through the barrier but stops before the upstream barrier interface. After this step, the pipe progressed nearby the upstream interface of the barrier and typically grew parallel to the upstream interface, inside the barrier (lateral growth/pre-failure in barrier). Subsequently, further head increase can cause the pipe to progress through the upstream interface leading to breaching of the barrier interface (failure). It should be noticed that these steps are only recognizable in the observations, and the results of pore-water pressure transducers only demonstrate when the pipe reaches the barrier, long growth and failure steps, which are therefore defined as the most significant progression steps.

**Figure 1. Pipe progression in different experiments for the various defined steps**

**Discussion and Conclusions**

The observed process of pipe formation and progression in the barrier is sketched in different tests as shown in Figure 1. Transverse development of the pipe at the barrier interface in the background sand downstream was observed in all the experiments prior to damage. In the experiments with a stronger barrier, GZB 1, several pipes tend to form and progress inside the barrier, whereas, with a weaker barrier, GZB 2, typically one dominant pipe enters the barrier and progresses. For the experiments with B15, in all the progression steps after short growth, the pipe width is observed to be constant during lengthening of the pipe. While, in the tests with B25, widening and lengthening of the pipe occurred at the same time. Moreover, the occurrence of a long growth and subsequent pipe progression parallel to the upstream interface of the barrier inside the barrier occurred in all the experiments. As a consequence, the steps in the observations illustrate that the largest resistance to erosion can be found when the pipe has progressed into the barrier. In addition, the observations assist the numerical modelling of the experiments for the development of a prediction model.
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EWG-11 3D Numerical Simulation of Backward Erosion Piping Tube Experiments

V. M. van Beek; A. Noordman; B. A. Robbins; D. V. Griffiths

Backward erosion piping (BEP) is an internal erosion mechanism, driven by the detachment of particles at the pipe tip and erosion of the particles along the pipe walls and bottom. This erosion mechanism was extensively studied in (Robbins et al., 2018), who describe horizontal tube experiments in which the head loss along the erosion pipe was measured during pipe formation. This study investigates the ability of numerical models to predict the head loss in the erosion pipe in a 3D situation by simulating the tube experiments using DgFlow (Van Esch et al., 2013), a finite element (FE) program in which the groundwater flow is coupled to the pipe flow using line elements, and using the 3D finite element program described in Robbins and Griffiths (2018), in which backward erosion is simulated by changing soil elements to pipe elements.

Experiments

Horizontal tube experiments, described in Robbins et al. (2018) and Van Beek et al. (2019) were conducted to investigate the local critical gradient at the pipe tip, causing pipe progression, and the critical shear stress in the pipe, which controls the dimensions of the pipe. During the experiments, the head was measured along the top of the tube using pore pressure transducers spaced 10 cm apart. Van Beek et al. (2019) describe the critical shear stress in the pipe, obtained from measurements in a selection of experiments for which the pipe had progressed partially through the sample. The critical shear stresses from the tube experiments were found to be in adequate agreement with the Shields curve. For simulation of the experiments, a selection of 4 experiments was used. The selection contains experiments on two different sand types (3C, 4B and 4C on 40/70 sand, with d50 of 300 µm, and 8B on 20/40 sand with d50 of 600 µm), conducted with two tube sizes (B – 76.2 mm and C – 152.4 mm in diameter). For more information about the selected experiments, the interested reader is referred to Robbins et al. (2018) and Van Beek et al. (2019).

Numerical simulations

Since the critical shear stress of the sand dictates the dimensions of the erosion pipe, and therefore its resistance to flow, it is an important parameter in backward erosion piping modelling. Although the critical shear stress can be derived from the Shields curve, it has not yet been verified that numerical models using laminar flow equations for the erosion pipe yield reasonable hydraulic solutions when using typical critical shear stresses for sands. In this study, the tube experiments have been modelled in two different FE programs to investigate whether use of the measured critical shear stress in the model results in the correct representation of the hydraulic losses in the erosion pipe. The used programs are DgFlow (Van Esch et al., 2013), a finite element program in which the groundwater flow is coupled to the pipe flow using line elements, and the 3D finite element program described in Robbins and Griffiths (2018), in which backward erosion is simulated by changing hexahedral soil elements to pipe elements. Both of the programs represent the erosion pipe as viscous, laminar flow in wide and shallow pipes (2D flow). The difference in approach for representing the pipe has consequences for the way the flow through the pipe is translated to the exerted shear stress: since line elements have no width, a width-to-depth ratio needs to be specified for DgFlow, whereas for the program by Robbins and Griffiths (2018) the width of the elements is controlled by the mesh size. The number of elements to be opened simultaneously is an input value to this program, and influences the width to depth ratio.

Figure 1. Tube as simulated for the FEM model by Robbins and Griffiths (2018), with pipe elements in blue (left) and tube simulated for DgFlow (right).
In the simulations with DgFlow the width to depth ratio of the pipe was varied (4, 8, 12 and 20), while the mesh size was kept constant at 0.01 m. In the simulations with the model by Robbins and Griffiths (2018), the element size and number of elements used to represent the erosion pipe were varied (0.01 and 0.005 m, and 1, 2, 4 respectively). The width-to-depth ratio was calculated afterwards as the ratio of the combined width of the parallel elements representing the erosion pipe and the average pipe depth along the entire pipe profile. Figure 1 shows examples of the simulated tubes in the two programs.

**Analysis of head profiles**

The head profiles along the top of the tube were retrieved from the numerical calculations and compared to the measurements from the experiments. Figure 2 (left) shows the head profile for experiment 3C. For all experiments both the measured and computed head along the length of the pipe was fairly linear. Therefore, for comparison of the head profiles, the average measured and calculated pipe gradients were compared by plotting the ratio of the two gradients to the width-to-depth ratio (Figure 2 - right). The figure illustrates that the calculated pipe gradients are lower when the model by Robbins and Griffiths is used. This can be due to the larger inflow area in general and the (relative) increase of surface area with increase of width-to-depth ratio. The larger inflow area allows for more flow through the pipe, resulting in larger pipe depths and therefore lower pipe gradients. For both models, the ratio of pipe gradients is relatively higher for the 20/40 sand than for the 40/70 sand, implying that for the 20/40 sand a lower width-to-depth ratio would be more appropriate than for the 40/70 sand. Since the 20/40 sand is coarser than the 40/70 sand, the pipe could be restrained by the size of the tube resulting in lower w/a ratios.

![Figure 2: Left: Examples of measured and calculated head profiles, using the Robbins and Griffiths (2018) model (black lines) and DgFlow (grey lines). The dotted black vertical line indicates the position of the pipe tip. Right: ratio of average numerical and measured pipe gradients plotted to the (average) width-depth-ratios. The dotted horizontal line indicates the line of perfect match.

**Conclusions**

When applying a critical shear stress in 3D backward erosion piping modelling for the estimation of head loss in the erosion pipe, it must be realized that the width-to-depth ratio has a significant effect on the result. The simulation of tube experiments illustrates that this ratio may both depend on the model assumptions and possibly the soil type. More research is required to quantify this effect more precisely such that guidelines for modeling BEP in practice can be developed.
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Extended Abstract

Backward erosion piping (BEP) is an internal erosion mechanism that poses significant risks to earth embankments and has been shown experimentally to be highly sensitive to spatial variations in soil properties. In this study, a numerical approach for analysing BEP is presented using the Random Finite Element Method (RFEM), which is able to account for the influence of statistically described input parameters and spatial variability on important output design parameters in geotechnical engineering. The RFEM combines finite element and random field theory, followed by Monte-Carlo simulations. In this study, a two dimensional finite element (FE) model for simulating BEP was used to analyze pipe progression through cross-correlated and spatially correlated random fields of hydraulic conductivity and critical gradient for pipe progression. The FE model simulates pipe progression in plan view by modelling steady state groundwater flow through the soil and laminar pipe flow through the erosion pipe that develops. The pipe progresses when a critical hydraulic gradient in front of the pipe elements is exceeded. For complete details on the BEP model, the interested reader is referred to Robbins and Griffiths (2018).

To examine the influence of soil variability on the piping process, the progression of an erosion pipe through a square domain with side lengths $L=10$ m was simulated as shown in Figure 1a. The domain boundaries at $y=0$ and $y=10$ are impervious. The boundary at $x=10$ is fixed to a constant head of $h=0$, while the head applied at the $x=0$ boundary is gradually increased until the pipe progresses through the domain (Figure 1b). The erosion pipe was initiated at the downstream boundary ($x=10$) by either switching the center element to a pipe element (as shown in Figure 1a) or by allowing the pipe to initiate anywhere along the downstream boundary. The latter case was found to yield higher probabilities of piping failure.

Figure 1. Results from a single realization showing (a) the erosion pipe path through the random field and (b) the required differential head to propagate the pipe various lengths through the domain.
For each analysis, the upstream head was increased until the erosion pipe progressed completely through the domain as shown in Figure 1b. The largest head required was taken as the critical head, which was used to calculate the critical average hydraulic gradient at failure for each realization. Monte Carlo analyses were then conducted to generate distributions of the critical hydraulic gradient for piping failure across the 10m test problem.

In this initial study, the influence of variable hydraulic conductivity of the soil on the piping process was of primary interest. Random fields of hydraulic conductivity were generated with various coefficients of variation and spatial correlation lengths. Typical results (with the only variable being hydraulic conductivity) are illustrated in Figure 2. As shown, the probability of pipe progression increases as the coefficient of variation of the hydraulic conductivity decreases. Furthermore, for a given coefficient of variation, it is readily seen that the probability of failure increases as the correlation length increases. In addition to studying the influence of variable hydraulic conductivity, limited simulations were run with random fields of the critical gradient for pipe progression. The critical gradient was assumed to be normally distributed with a mean value of $\xi_c = 0.3$ and a standard deviation of 0.05. Analyses were run with the critical gradient and hydraulic conductivity uncorrelated, perfectly correlated, and perfectly negatively correlated. For the limited cases assessed, the variation in the hydraulic conductivity was found to be the dominant variable. Additional analyses are currently being conducted to assess the impact of the critical gradient variability for a broader range of values.

In general, the results of this study illustrate that variations in hydraulic conductivity can have a substantial influence on BEP analyses results. As such, the use of predictive tools assuming uniform soil properties may be overly conservative. Additional studies are currently being undertaken to better understand the influence of soil variability on BEP analysis.

![Figure 2. Monte Carlo simulation results illustrating the influence of spatial variation (coefficient of variation and correlation length) in hydraulic conductivity on BEP failure probabilities using the RFEM.](image)
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The Hole Erosion Test (HET) was developed by Wan and Fell to measure the erosion properties of soils [10, 20]. The experience acquired on several hundred tests on several soils in several countries for 20 years has confirmed what an excellent tool this test can be for quantifying the rate of concentrated leak erosion in a soil, and for finding the critical shear stress corresponding to initiation of erosion. This presentation provides a review of this internal erosion test, which is now part of geotechnical laboratory testing as well as the triaxial or oedometric test. It does not claim to be exhaustive because of the growing interest in this iconic test at the international level.

We first present some salient aspects of the principle of the hole erosion test, in particular the different methods of preparation of intact or remoulded specimens, and the control by pressure drop or by flow rate [2, 8, 11, 19, 20].

The main lines of the interpretation methodology are recalled [2, 8, 19, 20], including the determination of the friction coefficient [8], and the head loss [8, 13, 16]. This methodology is based on a simplification of the turbulent flow equations of a two-phase fluid with erosion of the wall [4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 12]. This test was modeled by continuous model CFD type [7, 10, 14] or discrete DEM / fluid type [3, 17], which gives it a solid consistency in terms of validation of simplifying assumptions.

The fact that the same equations that are used for the test interpretation and for the analysis of an earth dike or an earth dam is a crucial feature [6, 8]. It follows of that a key result: the failure time of a water retaining structure is due to the erosion index, and not to the height of the structure (Figure 1, [8]).

Some examples of test results are presented, in particular a parametric study conducted by Irstea in 2015 on a large dam project (put into service since). Some open questions are finally addressed, among which the most intriguing: how to compare the results obtained with the Hole Erosion Test and the Jet Erosion test [9, 15, 17, 18]?

![Figure 1. Time to failure as a function of the erosion index for two dam heights [8].](image-url)
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Internal erosion has long been recognized as a major problem associated with earthen structures such as dams and dikes. This process occurs when soil particles are detached and carried with the water flow through the voids of coarse particles. To avoid the migration of fine particles, filters can be safely used as a preventive or curative measure in the downstream side of the earth structures or in contact with their foundations.

Filter design criteria were first established by Terzaghi [1] throughout laboratory tests and later on modified by several authors. According to these empirical criteria, the filter performance can be controlled by maintaining an adequate ratio between the representative sizes of both filter and base soil materials. However, several recorded cases have demonstrated the weakness of these particle-based criteria, particularly when dealing with broadly graded soils.

Indeed, the design of graded filters cannot only focus on the soil grading as proposed by current guidelines, and has to take into account different parameters including the filter density and the coefficient of uniformity of the filter and the protected soil. Moreover, recent studies have shown that constriction sizes, rather than particle sizes, can better explain the filtering capability of granular media. In particular, the controlling constriction size (also known as the filter opening size) was introduced by Kenney et al. [2] as a characteristic parameter for the retention criterion.

More recently, Indraratna et al. [3] developed a new filter criterion based on the constriction size distribution (CSD), which seemed to be promising. This criterion compares $D_{c35}$, the constriction size finer than 35%, with a representative base soil particle size, $d_{SSA}$ (the diameter for which 85% by surface area of base particles are finer than this size). $D_{c35}$ is obtained through a mathematical procedure assuming ideal representative particle arrangements.

In an attempt to provide a clear physical interpretation of this characteristic, the discrete element method (DEM) has been used for modelling the behavior of granular media. The DEM study considered spherical particles and different gradation (uniformly graded, well-graded and gap-graded) with different coefficients of uniformity. The samples are prepared by deposit under gravity and two density states are envisaged (loose and dense).

Then, the weighted Delaunay tessellation was performed to derive the void characteristics of the numerical samples including the pore and constriction sizes. However, this technique suffers from an over-segmentation of the void space and thus, adjacent tetrahedra have been merged using an appropriate criterion as highlighted in Seblany et al. [4]. According to these findings, the analytical models for CSD have been properly revised.

In our previous work [5], an analytical method that includes the grading and the density of the granular filter has been developed to quickly estimate the filter opening size, $d_{OS}$. The formula was inspired by the revised analytical model for CSD and was obtained through a statistical analysis over different sets of numerical filtration tests.

Hereafter, the analytical formula has been validated using a series of experimental filtration tests involving uniformly and widely-graded filters compacted to high densities. The equivalent opening sizes of these filters have been computed and are presented against $D_{15}$ (particle size in filter for which 15% by weight of particles are smaller) in Fig. 1. This figure also includes the equivalent opening sizes of the numerical filters investigated in this study. It can be noted that, for higher density states, the analytical calculations agree with the controlling constriction sizes ($D_{15}/4$ or 5) given in past studies [1, 2]. However, different $d_{OS}$ values can be obtained at different compaction levels. This correlation is then sensitive to the degree of compaction which has not been taken into account previously.

Based on these findings, an improved design criterion is proposed on the basis of the filter opening size. The criterion can be written as following: $d_{OS}/d_{SSA} \leq 1$. The applicability of this criterion has been validated against experimental data from the literature and a very good agreement has been found. This CSD-based retention filter criterion represents a valuable tool for assessing the filtration efficiency of granular soils irrespective of their density.
and can successfully address the gaps in existing filter design methods. Undoubtedly, further investigations will be required to extend the current criterion to non-spherical filter materials.

![Graph showing the relationship between equivalent sieve opening size (dOS) and representative filter size (D15).](image)

**Figure 1. Relation between the equivalent sieve opening size dOS and the representative filter size D15**
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Being able to control and reduce the permeability of a dike body can effectively prevent internal erosion since highly permeable sand layers often result in excessive seepage flow, which results in the translocation of sand grains and triggers piping. In a previous study, we showed that reaction and precipitation of aluminum (Al) and organic matter (OM) \textit{in-situ} can effectively reduce the permeability (Zhou et al., 2019). Hereby, we want to introduce the further development of this technique, namely shear-controlled direct floc injection. The direct floc injection makes use of the shear-dependent size of Al-OM flocs (Yu et al., 2010) and the linear correlation between Darcy velocity and shear (Tosco and Sethi, 2010). During the injection, and therefore under high-flow and high-shear conditions, the Al-OM flocs are small and mobile enough to be transported through the soil. As soon as the injection stops and low-shear conditions prevail, the Al-OM flocs re-grow in size and subsequently deposit in the porous medium. The deposition of Al-OM flocs ultimately leads to a reduction in soil permeability.

The new approach was applied for the first time in a dike section that is surrounding a water reservoir in the Netherlands. At the pilot location, unwanted seepage is spotted at the toe of the dike, which is caused by the high water level in the dike body (Figure 1 a)). The high water level is the result of a high water level maintained in the water reservoir. Direct injection of Al-OM flocs is applied to create a continuous 70 m long and 7 m tall flow barrier that covers the entire aquifer in this section. According to modeling results, a vertical flow barrier with a 50-times reduced permeability will lower the groundwater table in its downstream direction by 25 cm and thus mitigate the surface seepage at the toe of the dike.

![Figure 1](image)

\textit{Figure 1.} Hydraulic gradient before and after the injection a): simulated results that used for the design and b) is the field measured results from zone A.

For the implementation it was chosen to apply two different Al-OM floc concentrations, 3 g/l OM in zone A (covers 30m) and 5 g/l OM in zone B (covers 40m). The injection was carried out using a fully-automated direct-push system. In order to complete the flow barrier 70 injections were performed. Each of the injection was executed with a bottom to top sequence consisting of 14 injection intervals. To monitor the process 21 monitoring wells were distributed in the two zones and equipped with pressure, temperature, and electrical conductivity sensors (the well arrangement is
illustrated in Figure 2). Pumping and infiltration tests were carried out before and after the injection to quantify the permeability reduction and determine the location of the flow barrier.

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the distribution of Al-OM flocs in zone A(a) and B(b). Green triangles denote the injection points; blue arrow represents the background flow, its width reflects the seepage level; brown colour gives the locations of Al-OM precipitates, which are derived from pumping/infiltration tests.

Measurements of the hydraulic head in zone A (Figure 1 b)) show that the hydraulic gradient between monitoring wells A6/7 and A8 is steeper after the injection, while the gradient in the rest of the domain is comparable to the measurements before the injection. This corresponds with the model results and therefore indicates the presence of a continuous flow barrier in the area with a steeper gradient (Figure 2 a)). The results of the pumping tests revealed that the permeability is reduced by a factor 13. The elevated water table after the injection is a result of dredging activities in the water reservoir which led to a change of the hydraulic boundary conditions.

In zone B, little difference in hydraulic gradient before and after the injection was detected. This implies that no (continuous) flow barrier is formed. Additional results from pumping tests in zone B demonstrate that the permeability has been reduced locally by up to 500 times. Due to the discontinuity of the flow barrier, groundwater can circumvent these low-permeable areas. This results in little impact on the overall hydraulic head and no reduced water table at the toe of the dike (Figure 2 b)).

This field experiment proves the viability of the technique, shear-controlled direct Al-OM flocs injection, in reducing soil permeability in-situ. A continuous flow barrier was successfully created on site with the permeability reduced by over 1 order of magnitude. However, this field experiment also demonstrates the challenges in the process control. The adaptation of a higher concentration (zone B) might have reduced the mobility of Al-OM flocs, thus led to a spot-wise distribution of reduction in permeability. Also controlling the spatial distribution of Al-OM flocs is proven to be difficult. A better understanding in the interplay between the kinetics of flocs breakage and regrowth and the flow field induced by the injection is needed for further development.
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Enzymes provide a non-toxic alternative to toxic products used in soil improvement and are economically attractive. For example, enzymes have been used in road construction to improve the durability of the base and the subbase of pavements. Would enzyme-treated soils exhibit higher resistance to erosion than untreated soils? That is the question. Erosion Function Apparatus (EFA) tests (Fig. 1) were conducted to provide an answer. The EFA is a laboratory device used to measure the erosion function of a soil defined as the relationship between the soil erosion rate and the water velocity or the water shear stress. In this study three different types of enzymes are used to treat two different types of soils. For each sample, the selected water content is the optimum value from the Proctor compaction test. For each enzyme, two different concentrations and two different treatment periods are considered. The measured erodibility of the enzyme treated soils is compared with the measured erodibility of the untreated soils.

![Figure 1. Erosion Function Apparatus: EFA test](image)

The enzymes used are: Terrazyme, Road Ferment, and Urease. The two different types of soils are treated: a gap graded low plasticity silt classified as ML and a silty clayey sand classified as SC-SM. Two values for the enzyme concentration in the pore fluid were used: 0.2% and 1%. Also two curing periods were used: 7 days and 21 days. A total of 18 Erosion Function Apparatus tests, 18 Pocket Erodometer Tests, and 14 mini vane tests were performed. The results show that all three enzymes increased the resistance to erosion of the SC-SM soil (up to 1380% increase in critical shear stress, 390% increase in critical velocity, 50% increase in erosion category, 90% decrease in $E_v$ and $E_\tau$, e.g.) (Fig. 2 and 3), but did not increase the erosion resistance of the ML soil significantly (no change in erosion category but up to 30% increase in critical velocity and 65% increase in critical shear stress). Therefore, the magnitude of the improvement brought about by enzymes on the erosion resistance of a soil seems to be soil specific. As such it is recommended that, if enzymes are to be used on a project to improve the soil resistance to erosion, preliminary tests on the soil samples be conducted to optimize the solution. For the SC-SM, both the higher concentration and the longer curing period tended to increase the erosion resistance but not in all cases. The clay content of SC-SM and ML samples was 1.5% and 2.6% respectively, which indicates that even such low clay content samples were affected by the enzymes in this study. Note that all samples were thoroughly mixed with the enzyme solution so that any field
application should include thorough mixing much like what is done with shallow treatment of soils using lime for pavements. Such field applications are needed to further develop the use of this technique. If successful, the applications include increasing the erosion resistance of levees surfaces, minimizing the erosion at construction sites, slopes of highway embankments, and minimizing the internal erosion of earth dams when compacting the core. One unanswered question is how long the improvement will last.

Figure 2. EFA results on SC-SM treated with “Terrazyme” (0.2 % and 1 %) in 7 and 21 days in form of erosion rate-velocity

Figure 3. EFA results on SC-SM treated with “Terrazyme” (0.2 % and 1 %) in 7 and 21 days in form of erosion rate-shear stress
EWG-16 Enzyme Treatment of Soil for Erosion Control
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Introduction

A long-standing problem with the longevity of water-retaining earth structures is their vulnerability to internal erosion (IE). Currently available warning systems have technological limitations or prohibitive costs (or both), which impede the deployment of reliable systems to detect seepage-induced IE in its early stages, or before serious damage has occurred. IE is largely invisible from the surface of such structures and significant deterioration has likely already occurred when visible signs are present. Technologies for early detection of IE processes are urgently needed to enable targeted and timely interventions.

Proportions of the energy dissipated during deformation of, and seepage through, particulate materials are converted to heat and sound. The high-frequency (>10kHz) component of this sound energy is called acoustic emission (AE) and its monitoring offers the potential to sense particle-scale behaviours that lead to macro-scale responses of soils (Koerner et al., 1981; Smith & Dixon, 2019). AE is widely used in many industries for non-destructive testing and evaluation of materials and systems (e.g. pipe networks and pressure vessels); however, it is seldom used in geotechnical engineering, despite evidence of the benefits (e.g. Smith et al., 2014, 2017), because AE generated by particulate materials is highly complex and difficult to measure and interpret. AE is generated by seepage-induced IE mechanisms through frictional interactions between particles, friction due to fluid flow through the soil, collisions of migrating particles, and collapse of fabric (e.g. suffosion) (Smith et al., 2019).

This project aims to develop strategies to interpret and quantify seepage-induced internal instability phenomena from AE measurements, enabling early detection of IE processes and hence targeted and timely interventions.

Methodology

Seepage-induced internal erosion experiments are being performed using large permeameter apparatus to investigate the AE generated from internally unstable soils subjected to a range of hydraulic regimes. Figure 1 shows a cross-section of the permeameter apparatus used for preliminary experiments, which employs a waveguide, installed perpendicular to the direction of flow, to transmit AE to the sensor.

A new, bespoke, rigid-wall permeameter has been designed and built to incorporate: vertical load application and a reaction frame; volume change measurement; mass loss measurement; seven total pressure transducers for hydraulic gradient measurements with higher spatial resolution; load cells at the top and base of the permeameter to determine the effective stress distribution across the specimens; and a height-adjustable water tank to enable precise control over the heads applied across the specimens. The permeameter apparatus described in Moffat & Fannin (2006) and Moffat et al. (2011) formed the basis for this design. A suite of AE measurement systems will comprise both piezoelectric sensors and hydrophones. This new apparatus will allow significantly greater control over, and measurement of, hydromechanical behaviour; for example, interpretation in hydraulic gradient-vertical effective stress space and identification of specific internal instability phenomena (e.g. ‘suffusion’ and ‘suffosion’) by monitoring the evolution of hydraulic conductivity, mass loss and volume change (Fannin & Slangen, 2014).
Preliminary Results

The permeameter apparatus shown in Figure 1 was used to perform preliminary experiments on a Leighton Buzzard Sand (LBS) and Gravel mix (Figure 2). The LBS and Gravel mix is classed as internally unstable under several geometric criteria (e.g. Chang & Zhang, 2013). The soil was pluviated under a head of water to form the specimen. A constant head of approximately 1.1 m was applied throughout the test.

Figure 3 shows example time series measurements of hydraulic gradient and AE rate. AE generation began rapidly at the onset of head application, and varied with the measured hydraulic gradient, which controlled the soil internal stability conditions. The specimen was under self-weight only, with no additional normal stress applied, and hence fluidisation (i.e. the particles were forced apart, volumetric increase) in addition to the migration of particles (observed during the experiment) caused AE generation.

Summary and Future Work

This project aims to develop strategies to interpret and quantify seepage-induced internal instability phenomena from AE measurements, enabling early detection of internal erosion processes and hence targeted and timely interventions. Results from preliminary experiments demonstrate that AE generation is related to seepage-induced internal instability phenomena. A new, bespoke, large rigid-wall permeameter has been designed and built to enable a range of internally unstable soils and hydromechanical behaviours to be investigated and used to establish quantitative interpretation of the AE generated by internal erosion processes. Plans are in progress with project collaborators to perform full-scale field-testing with in-service assets, which will demonstrate performance and benefits in intended applications and environments.
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Introduction

A triaxial permeameter (TX-P), with the ability to measure volume change and mass loss during seepage, has been developed at The University of British Columbia (UBC). The apparatus will be used to study the mechanical consequences of internal erosion of internally unstable gap-graded materials, in an effort to establish a mechanics-based understanding of the phenomenon. It is necessary, prior to beginning a comprehensive test program, to ensure that the device is generating accurate and repeatable test results. It is also necessary to ensure that reconstituted gap-graded test specimens used in the triaxial-permeameter test program are homogeneous, so that the effects of different test variables (e.g. confining stress, density, gradation, etc.) can be properly characterized. With these two objectives, a study has been undertaken at UBC to (i) commission the triaxial-permeameter and (ii) evaluate the homogeneity of reconstituted gap-graded specimens.

Commissioning a Triaxial Permeameter:

The newly developed device (Fig. 1) will be primarily used to test sand-sized material from the South Moraine borrow source of the Bennett Dam. The stress-strain response of the borrow materials has not been extensively characterized in any previous research work. Therefore, the commissioning tests were performed on Fraser River Sand (FRS) – a uniformly graded sand for which there is a wealth of data from previous research studies on liquefaction at UBC (see for example Eliadorani 2000, Sivathayalan 2000, and Thomas 1992). The test program consisted of eight isotropically-consolidated triaxial-shear tests – four undrained tests and four drained tests, each on a test specimen that was reconstituted using two different methods. Results were compared to those obtained in previous FRS research studies, with consideration given to the following: (i) repeatability of test results, (ii) similarity of the stress-strain response and related strength parameters, and (iii) effect of data extrapolation on the position of the critical state or steady state locus.

Figure 1. Newly developed UBC TX-P Device
Specimen Reconstitution:

Zoned embankment dams have two fabrics of interest: the body of the dam is a compacted fill, and the dam foundation and/or abutments, which typically includes significant alluvial deposits. Prior research (e.g. Mulilis et al. 1975, Vaid et al. 1999, Verdugo 1992) reveals the fabric of a reconstituted soil has a (sometimes significant) effect on mechanical response of the test specimen. Internally unstable gradations susceptible to internal erosion are not limited to the body of an embankment dam, but also can be present in the abutments and/or foundation. Witness for example the historic issues with the East Abutment of the Cleveland Dam upon first-filling of the reservoir in 1954, or the foundation issues that led to decommissioning of the Coursier Dam in 2003. Kuerbis and Vaid (1988) note that a suitable reconstitution method should “simulate the mode of soil deposition commonly found in the soil being modeled”. Thus, in our study of internal instability in zoned embankment dams, we have a need to replicate the fabric of (i) a compacted fill and (ii) an alluvial deposit (Fig. 2).

Moist tamping is widely accepted to model the fabric of a compacted soil (Kuerbis and Vaid 1988), while water-pluviated specimens have been shown to closely replicate undisturbed samples of uniformly graded alluvial deposits (Vaid et al. 1999). However well-graded and gap-graded specimens cannot be reconstituted by water pluviation, due to a tendency for particle segregation. Thus, the slurry deposition method (Kuerbis and Vaid 1988) is used here, because yields fabric that is comparable to water-pluviated specimens.

A reconstituted test specimen should be homogeneous in terms of void ratio. In the case of gap-graded specimens, it should also be homogeneous in with respect to spatial variation of finer fraction content. The variation in void ratio within uniformly-graded moist-tamped specimens has been documented by several researchers (e.g. Frost and Park 2003, Mulilis et al. 1975), however the variation in finer fraction content pre- and/or post-saturation for gap-graded specimens does not appear to have been reported in the literature. Slurry deposition has been shown to create uniform, gap-graded specimens for an angular sand-silt mixture by Kuerbis and Vaid (1988). A modified method has also been shown to create uniform gap-gradations of glass beads by Slangen (2015). The current study examines the homogeneity of gap-graded test specimens reconstituted by moist tamping and slurry deposition, for both a rounded material (glass beads) and for a predominantly sub-angular material (the sands of the South Moraine borrow source). The homogeneity was examined by exhuming reconstituted test specimens in layers and measuring variations in void ratio and finer fraction content.

Figure 2. Selected methods of specimen reconstitution: slurry deposition for alluvial deposits, and moist-tamping with undercompaction for embankment fills
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Introduction:
This paper focuses on suffusion which is a selective erosion of fine particles under the effect of seepage flow within the matrix of coarser particles. It is recognized that suffusion may induce important modifications in the hydraulic and mechanical characteristics of the soil. Thus to ensure the safety assessment of hydraulic earth structures, it is important to characterize the suffusion susceptibility. Most of tests were performed under vertical flow, whereas the flow in earth structures can be horizontal as well. To study the potential influence of the flow direction, a new apparatus allows the specimen tests under vertical or horizontal flow.

Testing Apparatus and Tested Soils
The general configuration of the testing apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. It is composed of an acrylic cylinder cell, a piston for applying axial strength, a soil collection system with an effluent tank, a water supply system, instrumentation and a data acquisition system. Within the effluent tank, a rotating system contains 8 beakers with linen bags for the sampling of eroded particles carried with the effluent. The water supply system includes upstream and downstream reservoirs, both equipped with an overflow and their relative elevation that can be manually modified. The device is configured to allow performing tests of undisturbed specimen, directly in the tube of core samples (Patent, 2018). However, for this study, specimens were prepared by moist tamping to prevent soil segregation and per layers of 5 cm in height in order to limit the heterogeneity and to reach a total specimen height of 350 mm.

Two cohesionless soils were selected with gap graded and widely graded grain size distributions, named B and R2, respectively (see Fig. 2). According to grain size based criteria proposed by Kenney and Lau (1985), soils B and R2 are internally unstable. Chang and Zhang’s (2013) method assessed soil B as internally stable and R2 as unstable. Finally, no clear classification can be drawn thanks to the used criteria. Therefore, the erodibility characterization needs suffusion tests.

All specimens were subjected to an axial pressure of 200 kPa through the piston and the pore opening size of the downstream mesh is 1.2 mm in order to allow the erosion of all fine particles. Specimens were subjected to a seepage flow in the downward direction or horizontal direction under multistage hydraulic gradients.
Test Results and Discussion

The time evolution of hydraulic conductivity and erosion rate are shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. Both soils appear more permeable under horizontal flow.

It is worth stressing that for specimen of soil B under horizontal flow, the hydraulic conductivity rapidly exceeds $5 \times 10^{-3}$ m s$^{-1}$, even if the erosion rate is lower than $10^{-4}$ kg s$^{-1}$ m$^{-2}$. Whereas under vertical flow, an erosion rate higher than $4 \times 10^{-4}$ kg s$^{-1}$ m$^{-2}$ appears necessary to observe an increase of the hydraulic conductivity. After tests, specimens were divided in several layers in order to measure the post suffusion gradation. These measurements showed that under vertical flow, the loss of fine particles is larger in the top part (i.e. upstream part) of the specimens in comparison with the middle and downstream parts. Under horizontal flow, the loss of fine particles appears larger in the top part of specimens, but in the bottom part of specimens, the percentage of fine exceeds the initial percentage of fine.

The instantaneous power dissipated by the water seepage is measured and by time integration, the expended energy is computed until reaching the steady state (i.e. when hydraulic conductivity tends to stabilize and the erosion rate tends to decrease). For a same test duration the cumulative eroded dry mass and the erosion resistance index $I_\alpha$ are determined (Marot et al. 2016). For soil B under vertical flow, $I_\alpha$ is equal to 3.8, whereas $I_\alpha$ is equal to 4 under horizontal flow. For soil R2 under vertical and horizontal flows, $I_\alpha$ is equal to 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. In consequence these soils appear slightly more resistant under horizontal flow.

Two specimens composed of a layer of soil R2 above a layer of soil B were also tested under both flow directions. For the test under horizontal flow, inlet and outlet ports are positioned at the layer of soil B. Figure 5 shows the cumulative dry loss mass versus the cumulative expended energy. It can be noted that under horizontal flow, the evolution for the two layer specimen is quite similar to the soil B under horizontal flow ($I_\alpha = 4$). On the contrary, under vertical flow, the evolution for the two layer specimen is quite similar to soil R2 and $I_\alpha = 4.6$. 

![Figure 3: Evolution with time of hydraulic conductivity](image3)

![Figure 4: Evolution with time of erosion rate](image4)

![Figure 5: Cumulative dry loss mass versus cumulative expended energy](image5)
Conclusion

All these results show that suffusion induces heterogeneities in specimens which depend on the flow direction. Finally the opportunity provided by the apparatus to select the flow direction permits to avoid an overestimation of the soil resistance.
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Abstract

Suffusion is the selective erosion of the finest particles of a granular material subjected to an internal flow. Among the four types of internal erosion and piping processes identified today, suffusion still needs further research efforts. Indeed, the driving mechanisms at the microscale are still poorly understood as well as the consequences of microstructure changes on the overall mechanical behaviour. This communication summarizes some of the recent outcomes of four PhD theses focusing on the role of fine particles with respect to the mechanical behaviour of soils subjected to suffusion [1, 6, 7, 11]. Among those four doctoral works, two were only experimental, one was purely numerical and one includes both experiments and numerical simulations. These theses were done in collaboration with L3SR-Grenoble, Ecole Centrale de Nantes and IUSTI Marseille.

Following a flooding episode on the Rhone River in France, the mechanical behavior of silty sand samples collected close to a dike breach has been investigated experimentally by means of triaxial test. The obtained results suggest that a strong contractive behavior of the material is a necessary condition for the existence of mechanical instability. In addition, it has been shown that sample failure is only observed when an appropriate direction of stress increment is considered [6]. These experimental observations are consistent with the concept of bifurcation domain intimately linked to the second order work introduced by Hill [5]. A material characterized by its stress and microstructure state is in its bifurcation domain if at least one incremental loading direction leading to the vanishing of the second order work exists. For such a material, failure (in the sense that the sample cannot withstand the prescribed boundary conditions) will occur only for specific incremental loading direction. Additional test results obtained on mixtures of sand with fines show that a removal of fine particles possibly caused by suffusion favors the occurrence of instability in dikes provided that the inter-granular void ratio (i.e. the void ratio computed only on the coarse particles) remains constant [3].

These results conducted on non-eroded samples have been confirmed thanks to a recently developed suffusion permeameter used to carry out suffusion tests on widely-graded cohesionless soils under controlled hydraulic conditions [7,8]. Drained and undrained triaxial tests of eroded and non-eroded soils confirmed that, when suffusion does not involve significant settlement (i.e. when the inter-granular void ratio remains fairly constant), or the fines removal is not compensated by the settlement, a peak stress reduction is observed for drained and undrained triaxial tests. Conversely, it has been shown that a reduction in the inter-granular void ratio, can lead to a non-modification or less reduction in the peak stress [2, 7]. As a result, the mechanical consequences of suffusion may not always be detrimental for the material.

These same results have also been investigated numerically with the use of discrete element modelling (DEM). With use of the second order work criterion, the particular role played by rattlers has been investigated in detail. It has been shown that rattlers contributed to the mechanical stability of granular materials by controlling the intensity of the plastic deformation and by controlling the non-associated direction of the flow rule in granular materials [9]. Thanks to a recent fluid/grain pore scale finite volume (PFV) coupling scheme [4], the suffusion process has been investigated numerically at the representative elementary volume scale. Based on a simplified one-way coupling scheme, a particle removal was first used to mimic the effect of suffusion on the microstructure of granular materials [2]. The mechanical
behavior of such eroded samples was assessed in drained triaxial tests. As in the experiments, the equivalent void ratio was shown to control the mechanical response. For less widely graded samples, two way coupling DEM/PFV simulations were conducted and micromechanical analyses demonstrated that clogging and erosion have respectively a stabilizing and destabilizing effect in granular materials [10].

Overall, these recent studies proposed a change in paradigm in the sense that the concept of mechanical stability was preferred to the concept of internal stability to analyze the consequences of an internal fluid flow in granular materials. Both the experimental and numerical work demonstrated ambivalent consequences of suffusion depending whether settlement or clogging occur, due to a competition between fine erosion and settlement. It has also been shown, that post suffusion failure requires an incremental loading in some very specific directions.
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Introduction

The phenomenon of internal instability is poorly understood, both with reference to the principles of mechanics, and with regard to our ability to model the consequent material behaviour. It is necessary to acquire good quality laboratory data, at the element scale, to inform our understanding of the phenomenon. Current experimental studies have focused on select gap-graded materials that are susceptible to internal instability. However, the materials used in construction of earth dams, and present in the foundations of those dams, are generally widely-graded with a particle size range from cobbles/boulders to silt/clay. This study explores the challenges in testing widely graded materials for internal instability in a laboratory setting, with specific reference to minimum size of test specimen and the maximum permissible grain size.

Minimum specimen size for laboratory testing

The test specimen needs to be sufficiently large, relative to the size of its largest particles, to avoid any significant influence of size-scale effects on the specimen response. In general, the minimum specimen size is determined with reference to the type of test (e.g. as the permeability of the soil depends on its porosity, the specimen size for permeability test should be chosen such that the porosity is uniform throughout the cross-section of the specimen). The minimum specimen size for testing soils is generally expressed as a ratio (D/d) of the diameter of the specimen (D) to the maximum size of the particles (d). For example, ASTM standards specify that the D/d ratio should be kept above 6 for shear tests and permeability tests with flexible wall device, and 8 to 12 for permeability tests with rigid wall (ASTM D2434-68, 2006; ASTM D5084-16a, 2016; ASTM D7181-11, 2011). These ratios are stipulated largely from past experiences of previous researchers, and are generally accepted by the engineering community.

The main concern in testing soils with flow of fluids is the non-uniformity of specimen porosity. In a cylindrical specimen there is a region of larger porosity at the circumferential boundary wall. The extent of this region, with respect to the specimen size, diminishes as the D/d ratio increases. Experiments conducted on mono-sized spheres in rigid-walled cylindrical containers reveal that the porosity, and consequently the permeability, become almost equal to that of a container of infinite diameter when the D/d ratio is more than 10 (Chu and Ng, 1989). However, it is impossible to completely eliminate the region of higher porosity near the wall, as observed by Dudgeon (1967): interpretation of test data with separation of flow through a central core region, from flow through the wall region, established an error of 15% to 5% in the measured hydraulic conductivity as the D/d ratio increases from 5 to 250. These observations are pertinent to uniform gradations, and a lower D/d ratio can be adopted for widely-graded soils, such as those used in earth dams. However, the literature is still lacking a well-accepted criterion for minimum specimen size for such soils.

Since internal instability testing involves flow of water through the soil specimen, it is necessary to minimize this wall effect. In the absence of a relevant criterion for specimen size, it seems reasonable to restrict the maximum size of the particles to approximately 1/10th of the diameter of the specimen. The approach warrants verification by experimentation, in the expectation that a smaller D/d ratio may be permissible for widely-graded soils in a flexible wall permeameter.

Modifying the gradation for internal instability testing

It is challenging to test widely-graded materials in a laboratory because of the presence of what may be termed ‘oversize’ particles. The specimen size can be increased, but not beyond a practical range. Adopting a flexible boundary reduces the wall effects, but not completely, because during specimen reconstitution the boundary remains rigid and thus it may introduce some degree of order to the otherwise random assembly of particles. Therefore, modifying the gradation of the material appears to provide a pragmatic approach for internal instability testing. The
following three methods are available to modify the particle size distribution of a test material: (i) parallel gradation, (ii) scalping, and (iii) scalping-and-replacement. The average gradation of the zoned Bennett Dam transition material (Morgan and Harris, 1967), and the resulting curves obtained with each of these three methods, is depicted in Figure 1.

Internal instability testing involves testing for two constraints: (i) a geometric constraint, and (ii) a hydromechanical constraint (Li and Fannin, 2012). The geometric constraint determines whether the soil has the potential for internal instability. This generally depends on the shape of the gradation curve. The parallel gradation method would appear the most appropriate for evaluating the potential for internal instability, because the shape of the gradation curve is preserved in its entirety. However, the introduction of a significant fines content, for a widely-graded test material, renders the approach unacceptable.

In the scalping method, ‘oversize’ particles are simply removed from the soil. This action modifies the entire shape of the gradation curve, rendering it unsuitable for internal instability testing. Thus, the method that appears best-suited for testing widely-graded materials is the scalp-and-replace method. It involves removing the ‘oversize’ particles, and replacing them with relatively smaller particles in a select sieve-size range. The action of replacement maintains the original shape of the gradation curve over a significant portion of the size-range. It is appealing for internal instability testing because the ‘controlling constriction size’ that influences the migration of finer particles depends more on the fine-fraction component than the coarse-fraction of the soil (Kenney et. al. 1985). As a qualifying comment, some inherent limitations of the scalp-and-replacement method are recognized and discussed.
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Introduction

This extended abstract summarises the design and commissioning of a novel dynamic triaxial permeameter (TX-P) device for the testing of widely-graded embankment soils under a range of mechanical and hydraulic loading conditions. Increasingly, research needs of the dam engineering community focus on the hydromechanical manifestation of internal instability, in addition to an existing understanding of geometric (gradation-based) susceptibility of soils (e.g. Garner and Fannin, 2010; Crawford-Flett and Haskell, 2016). Specifically, internal erosion mechanisms do not manifest in all susceptible soils, including many operational dams that do not meet modern geotechnical design criteria by virtue of state-of-practice at the time of construction. Rather, the onset and progression of erosion is understood to be a function of combined hydraulic and mechanical (hydromechanical) factors as well as material susceptibility factors. In terms of mechanical factors, a significant knowledge gap concerns the cumulative impact of seismic events on the manifestation of internal erosion in aging dams.

The University of Canterbury (UC) TX-P was assembled on-site in August 2018. The TX-P enables hydraulic, mechanical, and hydromechanical testing of challenging New Zealand embankment materials including widely-graded soils of volcanic, glacial and alluvial origins. The device has been designed for investigations concerning: (1) hydromechanical factors governing the onset and progression of internal erosion mechanisms, including simulated seismic loading, and (2) the mechanical and hydraulic behaviour of soils modified by internal erosion processes. Initial testing programmes will focus on mechanisms of internal instability, specifically suffusion and suffosion; however, the authors acknowledge that other mechanisms of internal erosion (e.g. backward erosion, filter compatibility, defect erosion, contact erosion) will be implicated in experiments concerning particle migration.

A Triaxial Permeameter for hydromechanical testing: device design and capabilities

The TX-P is a custom device, manufactured by GCTS in Arizona, USA, based on a modified STX-600 Large Scale Dynamic/Stress Path Soil Triaxial System. The University of Canterbury TX-P provides a specialised seepage testing facility (Figure 1a), accommodating: (1) large-diameter (300 mm) test specimens, (2) monotonic triaxial and dynamic (simulated seismic) loading capability, (3) conventional permeameter (seepage) capability, (5) volume change measurements in unsaturated or transient flow conditions using a double-walled cell configuration and Volume Change Device (VCD), (6) performance testing of internally unstable soils under downward seepage flow conditions, using a base pedestal design that permits transportation of potentially mobile soil fractions from the bottom specimen boundary.

Prior to specific hydromechanical testing, specimens are reconstituted using a moist-tamping method, to a maximum height to diameter ratio of 2:1 (Figure 1b). Following reconstitution, specimens are installed in the triaxial cell, saturated using backpressure methodology (including CO2 dosing, where required), and consolidated incrementally over a period of hours to weeks depending on soil properties.

Triaxial mechanical loading (steady-state triaxial and/or user-defined dynamic axial loading) and unidirectional hydraulic loading can be imposed sequentially or concurrently. The TX-P device permits direct servo-control of stress and strain (axial deformation and volume change) via transducer feedback. Seepage can be imposed using head-control or volume-control principles. Eroded particles released from the base of the specimen can be collected at the completion of the testing sequence.
Commissioning and verification of the TX-P device

Commissioning and verification of the novel TX-P device involves three distinct phases, using specific materials and loading conditions to ensure independent verification of device capabilities. Firstly, the permeameter capability will be verified through testing of uniform glass bead specimens, providing measurements of seepage flow rate to enable the derivation of hydraulic conductivity. Secondly, conventional triaxial testing capabilities will be verified through monotonic and cyclic testing of washed New Brighton sand, using standard triaxial testing procedures established for smaller triaxial devices in the UC laboratory. Finally, the verification of hydromechanical testing capability for internally unstable soils will be undertaken using gap-graded glass bead specimens, initially, the ‘GB-40’ glass bead gradation reported in a number of comprehensive international studies (e.g. Moffat and Fannin, 2006; Sail et al. 2011). All commissioning materials have been selected to replicate, or compare against, descriptive test programmes reported in the international literature.

Conclusions and future work

A new and novel large triaxial permeameter (TX-P) has been designed and manufactured specifically to address concerns of the seismic dam engineering community in New Zealand, while complementing and extending existing international research on the hydromechanical factors governing internal erosion mechanisms. Following commissioning and verification of the TX-P device, experimental testing will focus on widely-graded dam fill materials. Parametric outputs will serve as a basis for understanding the hydromechanical factors governing performance of earth dam materials in New Zealand’s unique geologic and geomorphic (seismic) environment. The aims of the experimental research are intended to enhance local and international understanding of the performance of earthfill soils subject to seepage flows in both steady-state and non-static conditions.

Acknowledgements: The authors gratefully acknowledge the support of the University of Canterbury Quake Centre and industry partners, along with the Department of Civil and Natural Resources Engineering at the University of Canterbury. Guidance from dam owners’ engineers (particularly Genesis Energy, Meridian Energy, Mighty River Power, and Trustpower) has been crucial to the success of the research to date.
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Internal instability occurs when seepage flow washes fine particles through the network of pore spaces and associated pore constrictions in a grain assembly. To investigate the mechanical behavior of a test specimen that has experienced internal instability, a triaxial permeameter apparatus was designed and developed at UBC (Fannin et al. 2019). In comparison with the test procedure used in conventional triaxial testing (i.e. specimen reconstitution, saturation, consolidation, and shear), the presence of seepage stage(s) prior to shear in triaxial permeameter testing (i.e. specimen reconstitution, saturation, consolidation, seepage, and shear) imposes special requirements on the inflow/outflow boundary of the test specimen. More specifically, water enters the specimen through an inflow boundary, and exits the specimen (carrying some fine particles) through an outflow boundary. This study examines the hydraulic performance of a custom-designed inflow boundary for downward seepage testing (top cap), in the UBC triaxial permeameter apparatus (UBC-TX-P).

Inflow Boundary in Downward Seepage Testing

The inflow boundary for downward flow (the top cap) has four functions: (1) to transmit the force of the loading rod as a uniform contact stress on the specimen; (2) to introduce uniform seepage flow to the specimen; (3) to provide for an accurate measurement of pore water pressure at the inflow boundary; and, (4) to prevent any upward movement of fine particles into the top cap. The general design of a top cap, as the inflow boundary for testing with downward seepage, is typically composed of point-source inlet(s), a flow-distributor layer (which can be a hollow-profiled chamber (Ke and Takahashi 2014), a hollow chamber filled with porous medium (Mehdizadeh 2018; Marot et al. 2017), or a layer of geotextile (Chang and Zhang 2011)), and a rigid perforated plate with/without a fine wire mesh in direct contact with the specimen. Informed by previous studies, and with the goal of having a top cap that performs over a wide range of flow rates, a configuration of top cap was designed for the UBC-TX-P (see Fig. 1), and its performance was tested over a wide range of seepage flow (1 to 15 cm³/s).

UBC-TX-P Inflow Boundary Design

The top cap includes: (1) two primary inlet ports that yield four secondary inlet ports; (2) a flow-conditioning chamber; (3) a primary rigid perforated plate (opening size: 0.8 mm, open area: 20%); (4) a fine wire mesh on the downstream side of the primary perforated plate (with opening size smaller than the finest material particle size); and, (5) a location of pore water pressure measurement at the center of the primary perforated plate. The flow-conditioning chamber comprises an upper hollow chamber, and a lower chamber filled with three layers of 9-mm diameter glass beads, separated by a 5-mm thick perforated plate (opening size: 0.8 mm, open area: 20%). The design concept is based on flow from the four secondary inlet ports mixing in the upper hollow chamber. Thereafter, the flow experiences three stages of conditioning as it passes through the secondary perforated plate, the lower chamber with glass beads, and the primary perforated plate, respectively, before entering the test specimen.
A relatively simple experimental setup was used to evaluate the hydraulic performance of the top cap. The setup enabled colored-water to be introduced to the top cap, at a constant rate of flow \( Q \) that was varied across a range of interest. Visual observations were made of the flow regime at the exit of the primary perforated plate, by means of testing a ‘dummy’ top cap made of acrylic. Illustrative results (see Fig. 2) are presented for a test with \( Q = 1.25 \text{ cm}^3/\text{s} \).

Various configurations of flow-conditioning chambers were tested in a parametric study. Results of the study established the suitability of the configuration shown in Fig. 1 for development of a uniform velocity distribution in outflow from the primary perforated plate with fine wire mesh, over the approximate flow range of 1 to 15 \( \text{cm}^3/\text{s} \). Thus, it is proposed to adopt this design for the main test program.
Figure 2. Development of the flow through top cap and at the exit of the primary perforated plate (Q = 1.25 cm³/s)
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Introduction & Methodology

Internal erosion in granular soils is a complex phenomenon representing one of the greatest hazards for water retaining structures such as embankment dams and levees. When soils are subject to internal instability, fine particles are detached from the granular skeleton under seepage flow and eroded away within the porous media. In this study we describe preliminary tests from a transparent soil permeameter that has been developed to study the fundamental particle scale mechanisms that occur during internal erosion in granular materials.

The experimental apparatus consists of a 100mm square rigid walled permeameter cell in which flow is directed upward via a constant head applied at the base using an adjustable header tank (Hunter & Bowman, 2018) in a similar set up as used to investigate suffusion by Skempton & Brogan (1994). Flow from the top of the cell is recirculated back into a reservoir and then pumped back into the header tank. An immersion fluid is used that is refractively matched to the borosilicate glass particles used in the experiments. A laser sheet can be applied to the side of the permeameter to illuminate a plane within it at a selected depth. A high speed camera and lens are used to record particle and fluid movements within the plane in question. Both the laser and camera are mounted on micrometer stages so that specific planes of interest can be accessed and returned to with precision over long-running tests conducted at increasing hydraulic gradient (Figure 1).

The physical properties of the granular mixture have been selected such that the behaviour matches that of soil particles and water (Table 1). In these experiments, in order to measure the fluid velocity field in a vertical plane, glass microspheres, with very small particle size and specific gravity similar to that of the fluid are seeded into the fluid.
Table 1: Solid and fluid properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Refractive index (°C)</th>
<th>Kinematic viscosity (°C)</th>
<th>Specific gravity</th>
<th>Particle size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Immersion oil</td>
<td>1.4715 (at 25 °C)</td>
<td>16 (at 25 °C)</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borosilicate glass</td>
<td>1.4718 (at 21 °C)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>1-25mm (3mm, 15.5mm here)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass microspheres</td>
<td>1.4718 (at 21 °C)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>5-30µm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Validation for flow velocity

Here we present results of validation tests for the velocity field measured using Particle Image Velocimetry, PIV (PIVLab software) for a purely fluid system (no particles except microsphere seeds) to give confidence to the approach and enable direct comparison with numerical models. These tests were conducted by examining the whole field of the permeameter (100 mm width) with fluid under upward flow through a dispersal screen and a filter at the base. The overall steady flow rate was determined using a measuring cylinder and stopwatch.

(a) 10mm  (b) 20mm  (c) 30mm  (d) 40mm  (e) 50mm

Figure 2. Velocity profiles under upward flow from (a) close to the front of the permeameter to (e) the mid-plane. Fluid velocity magnitude (a) to (e) is colour coded from blue (V = 0m/s) to yellow: (a) V = 0.004m/s, (b) V = 0.007m/s, (c) V = 0.009m/s, (d) V = 0.010, (e) V = 0.012m/s.

Results from the PIV analyses were integrated using data obtained over the five slices for a given steady flowrate, and assuming zero velocity at the front and back walls. The comparison of the measured flowrate from the cylinder and that using PIV resulted in a 5% difference. This, coupled with initial outcomes on local fluid velocities determined within stable granular packings (Sanvitale et al, 2018) gives confidence that image analysis can be meaningfully applied to local velocities.

Local flow within internally unstable mixtures

First results for experiments on internally unstable mixtures are presented here. Figure 3 presents three close-up images taken on the left hand side of the permeameter (see inset red square Figure 2a, other positions given as dashed) at depths of 25mm, 37.5mm and 50mm from front face, for an internally unstable mixture of borosilicate particles (70% 15.5mm; 30% 3mm diameter) within a stable flow field. The edges of the particles can seen due to small imperfections on their surfaces, while the tracers are visible as points of light. Images for analysis are taken at three precise locations (left, middle, right) and at these three depths under increasing hydraulic gradient until instability occurs. The influence of the hydraulic gradient on the internal velocity field and hence on the onset of fine movements and detachment are currently the subject of examination.
Figure 3: Images at increasing depth for internally unstable particle packing and fluid tracers. Material is stable under the hydraulic gradient applied.
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This study addresses the various grain shapes found in the borrow source for the W.A.C. Bennett Dam. The W.A.C. Bennett Dam is a zoned embankment dam on the Peace River, British Columbia, Canada. Characteristic grain size distribution curves for three of the zoned fill materials are shown in Figure 1 (after Morgan and Harris, 1967). Like many embankment dams in Canada, and other similar northern-climate countries, the zoned fill materials were taken from a borrow location of glacial origin, in this case the Portage Mountain South Moraine.

The geological history of the Portage Mountain South Moraine is described in detail by Rutter (1977). The moraine formed during the last glaciation, around 11.6 thousand years B.P, when a glacier advanced along the Peace River from the Rocky Mountains to the west and terminated between Portage Mountain and Bullhead Mountain. The Peace River used to flow between the two mountains, and at the time of that glacial advance, it was dammed to the east by Laurentide Ice, creating a lake in that area. The glacier is believed to have deposited materials in a glaciolacustrine environment. After it retreated, it left behind the end moraine deposit that would later serve as the borrow source for the Bennett Dam.

The soil of the south moraine is a naturally gap-graded material, a common feature of such glacial deposits. XRD analysis (Kabel et al. 2019) established a low content of clay minerals, comprising kaolinite and illite, which is consistent with the non-plastic fines of the borrow source. The finding suggests the finer fraction of the gradation is a consequence of mechanical processes of degradation, rather than chemical processes of weathering.

The effects of grain shape on the macro-scale mechanical response of soils are extensively reported in the literature, primarily from testing of uniformly graded sands and glass beads. Grain shape has been shown to influence the min-max void ratio, the position of the critical state line, the peak and critical state friction angle of soil, and the susceptibility of a gradation to seepage-induced internal instability (see for example, Cho et al. 2006, Slangen 2015, Yang and Luo 2015, Chang et al. 2018, and Xiao et al. 2018).

The Internal Erosion Research Group at the University of British Columbia (UBC) undertook a field sampling program in October 2018, and collected approximately 2.5 m³ of soil from the South Moraine borrow area. The sampled materials were in the size range up to 3” (76mm). The material was trucked to UBC, where it has been processed, sieved, and washed for use in the research program using the newly designed and commissioned UBC triaxial permeameter (Fannin et al. 2019).

A grab sample of the South Moraine soil was taken for purposes of grain shape analysis. It was sieved into 9 different sieve-fractions (see Fig. 1), in the size range passing the ¼” and retained on the #200 sieve. The characteristic shape of each fraction was quantified at Imperial College London, using a QICPIC device manufactured by Sympatec GmbH. The device allows for grains to fall freely, with a random orientation, while a series of images are acquired for analysis. The output is a series of values for the sphericity (ratio between the perimeter of a circle with equivalent area of the projection and the perimeter of the projection), the aspect ratio (ratio between minimum and maximum Feret diameter), and the convexity (ratio between the area of the projection and the area of the convex hull) of the grains. One of the perceived advantages of this device, over common microscopy photography coupled with image
analysis, is the random orientation of the grains that is believed to yield a better statistical representation of the grain shape.

The data obtained in this investigation indicate a trend of increasing roundness of the grain shape with increasing size. These objective measurements are consistent with subjective visual assessments of the companion optical microscope images, and digital photographs, of the grains (see Figure 2). A comparison with other standard research sands, and their qualitative description, was made with reference to the findings of Altuhafi et al. (2012). A qualitative assessment of the results indicates the soil of the South Moraine borrow source is angular in the finest fraction and, as the grain size increases, the shape changes to subangular and then to subrounded (see Figure 1).

The results indicate that there is a relation between grain shape and grain size in this soil, which is attributed to geological processes that formed it. The crushing and abrasion suffered by the fragments of bedrock during its transportation by the glacier may be the cause of both the gap-graded characteristic of the soil, and the increase in particle roundness with size. This attribute of the soil will likely have implications for (i) microstructure of the grain assembly (ii) susceptibility to internal erosion of select finer fractions, (iii) critical state parameters and stress-strain behavior of the soil upon shearing, and more generally (iv) numerical analyses, particularly in discrete element modelling of similar glacial materials.

Figure 1. Representative grain size distribution curves for three zones of the W.A.C. Bennett Dam (after Morgan and Harris, 1967).

Figure 2. Photographs of samples with different grain sizes obtained with an optical microscope (the six smallest sizes) and a digital camera (the three largest sizes).
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Suffusion is characterized by a migration of the fine particles within a soil under the effect of flow. This complex phenomenon involves simultaneous detachment, transport and possible filtration of the fine fraction. The stakeholder needs in terms of risk management of embankment structures urge researchers to model suffusion at the laboratory scale and at the structure scale. This urge requires relationships that can reproduce the whole development of the suffusion process and that uses suitable parameters in terms of modeling implications.

With the objective to reproduce the kinetics of the suffusion process, three relationships are compared. A new energy-based law, inspired from the energy-based approach (Marot et al. 2012) is proposed that relates the volumetric cumulative eroded mass $m_{cum}(t)$ and the volumetric cumulative expended energy $E_{cum}(t)$,

$$\frac{m_{cum}(t) - m_{sat}}{m_{sat}} = \left(\frac{E_{cum}(t)}{E_{max}}\right)^{b(t)}$$

in which $m_{sat}$ is the mass lost during saturation phase per unit volume and $b(t)$ is a new parameter that controls the kinetics of suffusion. Small values of $b(t)$ indicate a fast kinetics and conversely. Aside from $m_{sat}$ which is initially measured and from $b(t)$ which will be introduced below, the above relationship uses two parameters: the volumetric maximum cumulative expended energy $E_{max}$ and the suffusion resistance index $I_\alpha$ by use of the relation $m_{cum} = 10^{-I_\alpha} E_{max}$. This relation characterizes the end of suffusion at which the volumetric maximum cumulative eroded mass is measured $m_{cum}$ (Marot et al. 2012). Since $b(t)$ describes the kinetics of suffusion, it may be related to the power dissipated by the flow which is a key variable to fully describe the hydraulic loading. By looking at eq. (1), the determination of $b(t)$ is constrained by two restrictions:

- First, $b(t)$ should be a dimensionless variable that describes a fast kinetics at the beginning of each loading step, rapidly decreasing towards the end of the step. In that essence, $b(t)$ may be defined as a function of the instantaneous power dissipated by flow $P_{flow}(t)$ and of a smoothed value of this power determined based on a moving average method $P_{smoothed}(t)$,

$$b(t) = \frac{P_{smoothed}(t)}{P_{flow}(t)}$$

- Second, the volumetric cumulative eroded mass $m_{cum}(t)$ should never decrease to remain physically admissible which brings an additional constraint on $b(t)$ to satisfy $m_{cum}(t_n) \geq m_{cum}(t_{n-1})$ at all times.

It is a common practice to evaluate the relevance of relationship (1) by comparing its prediction with experimental data (Sibille et al., 2015). Moreover, this energy-based law is also compared with two other laws inspired from the shear stress-based approach (Wan and Fell, 2004) and the power-based approach (Sibille et al., 2015). These three relationships are compared against suffusion tests previously performed on seven specimens issued from two cohesionless gap-graded soils (Zhong et al., 2018). For each soil, various seepage lengths and different histories of hydraulic loading are tested. Due to the saturation phase and to the distinctive characteristic of each apparatus, the initial microstructure of each tested specimen differs so that an individual set of parameters is measured for each
specimen. With this individual set of parameters, the shear stress based approach tackles well the initiation of the suffusion process but overestimates the development of the process. On the other hand, both the energy-based law and the power-based law can reproduce reasonably well the evolution of the cumulative eroded mass. Figure 1 presents these results for specimen 4-O.

![Figure 1: Comparison of the cumulative eroded mass predicted using the shear stress-based law, the energy-based law, and the power-based law with the collected mass measured during the experimental test of specimen 4-O.](image)

Finally, the intrinsic quality of each parameter is examined, advantages and drawbacks of each approach are also highlighted. Regarding the shear stress based approach, both introduced parameters are characterized by a noticeable dispersion of their relative error with the flow length. In terms of modeling implication, the use of the power-based approach is complicated by a history term $\Delta E_v$ because its computation requires the knowledge of the beginning and the end of each loading step. Although this knowledge is fairly obvious for laboratory specimens tested under multi-stage hydraulic gradient conditions, it can become unclear when considering hydraulic loading conditions in the field. This observation is at the root of the development of the energy-based law. Regarding the energy-based approach, the relative error on the erosion resistance index remains below 18% ensuring that $I_\alpha$ is fairly independent with respect to the flow length and seems to be intrinsic to a soil, at least at the laboratory scale; while the volumetric maximum cumulative dissipated energy $E_{v,max}$ seems to increase linearly with the flow length. This latter trend along with the robustness of eq. (2) towards various loading patterns should be further investigated to validate the relevance of eq. (1) for modelling purposes.
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Abstract

Granular filters are used in earth-filled structures to retain finer base particles that are detached and transported by seepage flow. The effectiveness of a filter depends on several factors, mainly on the geometry of the pore network, in particular the sizes of constrictions, on the sizes of the base particles and on hydraulic loadings. Granular filters are usually designed by using empirical retention criteria that have been developed based on laboratory tests. Many empirical criteria have been proposed, each of which has been developed for a particular range of soils tested in the laboratory [1]. They lack consideration of the micro-structure of the filter material and of main mechanisms at the particle scale such as the transport of base particles through the pore network of the filter and the retention of base particles by constrictions.

Models based on the pore network have been then introduced with the aim to remedy limitations of empirical rules. Most of them make use of idealized pore network inside the filter. Kenney et al. [2] modeled a filter as a stack of plates containing holes which are randomly distributed on a regular grid. According to this pore network, base particles can move along vertical lines but they cannot move laterally. Locke et al. [3] and Shire et al. [4] used a regular cubic network for which each cylindrical connection between two neighboring pores represents a constriction and each pore has six connections with its neighbors. In this model, base particles can move not only vertically but also laterally and the sizes of cylindrical connections are randomly specified according to a constriction size distribution curve. However, the pore network of granular media is far from being this idealized regular cubic one.

We aim to advance this kind of approaches by using the pore network constructed from a virtual granular sample simulated with the Discrete Element Method. To simplify our model, we consider only spherical particles for both base soil and filter. The void space in the filter is partitioned into individual pores and two adjacent pores share a constriction which is defined as the narrowest section of the channel between them. Spherical base particles whose sizes follow a base particle size distribution are inserted to the entrance pores of the network. A base particle is moved from one pore to a neighboring one according to some rule until it is blocked by a constriction whose diameter is smaller than its diameter or until it reaches an exit pore. The key point in this model is the construction of the pore network of the filter.

Different methods have been developed to define the pore network in a granular material such as method based on imaging technique or method based on Delaunay triangulation. The latter one is adopted in our work since the Weighted Delaunay Triangulation (WDT) is very efficient to partition an assembly of spherical particles into tetrahedra, each of which joins four centers of neighboring particles. However, a single pore might be over-subdivided into several smaller pores by the WDT, so adjacent tetrahedra need to be merged together with some criterion to form single pores. To identify adjacent tetrahedra to be merged, an inscribed void sphere is defined for each tetrahedron, which is the largest sphere contained within its void space. Al-Raoush et al. [5] merged two adjacent tetrahedra if the center of the inscribed sphere of a tetrahedron is located inside the inscribed sphere of the other tetrahedron, while Reboul et al. [6] merged two adjacent tetrahedra if their inscribed spheres touch each other. For the latter criterion, the number of merged tetrahedra is limited to avoid the formation of flow paths. Criteria for merging tetrahedra still diverge and need further investigation.

We propose in this presentation a new method for merging adjacent tetrahedra. This method consists in partitioning a granular sample into polyhedral subdomains whose vertices are particle centers. Each subdomain comprises then
neighboring solid particles and the void between them. A void sphere is defined for each subdomain, which minimizes its distance to the solid particles. Each sub-domain must satisfy the following conditions: (i) its void sphere does not intersect adjacent solid particles; (ii) the center of its void sphere is located inside it; and (iii) its void sphere is sufficiently separated from the neighboring ones. We start by using the WDT to subdivide the granular sample into tetrahedra, each of which is considered as a subdomain. We proceed to identify all the sub-domains which do not fulfill the conditions (i) and (ii) and then merge them to their neighboring ones. Whenever two adjacent subdomains are merged, a new void sphere is identified for the newly created subdomain. This procedure, called primary merging procedure, is repeated until all the sub-domains fulfill the two first conditions. It allows us to eliminate all the flat tetrahedra issued from the WDT. However, many void spheres resulting from this procedure still overlap greatly their neighbors, meaning that they might not be sufficiently separated from their neighbors. The spacial separation between two adjacent void spheres i and j with respective diameters $d_i$ and $d_j$ is quantified by a relative overlap $\gamma_{ij}$ defined as $\gamma_{ij} = \delta_{ij}/\min(d_i, d_j)$ where $\delta_{ij}$ is the overlap between them. Two void spheres are considered to be sufficiently separated from each other if their relative overlap $\gamma_{ij}$ is smaller than a threshold value $\gamma_{th}$. Otherwise, the sub-domains containing them are considered to be interconnected and then are merged to form a new subdomain for which a new void sphere is identified. We iteratively identify every couple of interconnected subdomains and merge them until all the resulting void spheres are sufficiently separated from their neighbors. The threshold value $\gamma_{th}$ for the above separation criterion can be chosen between 0.5 (partial separation according to Al-Raoush et al.) and 0 (complete separation according to Reboul et al.). Every couple of adjacent subdomains share a constriction that is composed of one or several triangular faces. The constriction size is defined as the diameter of the largest sphere that can pass through this constriction and is identified by a minimization procedure.

Figure 1 shows the pore diameter distribution (PSD) and the constriction diameter distribution (CSD) obtained with the proposed merging method, compared to that issued from the WDT. After the primary merging procedure (PM), the PSD and CSD are greatly shifted to the left. When the separation criterion with different threshold values $\gamma_{th}$ is applied, the PSD and CSD continue to change; however they change slightly when $\gamma_{th} < 0.3$. It is interesting to note that this method allows us to impose a complete separation between the void spheres ($\gamma_{th} = 0$) without giving rise to subdomains having shape of flow paths.

Figure 1. (a) Pore size distribution and (b) constriction size distribution obtained with the proposed merging method.
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The migration of soil particles due to internal erosion is a complex process originating at the particle-scale. Understanding the fundamental mechanisms requires consideration of how an assembly of discrete particles interacts with a flowing fluid field. This is typically achieved by coupling the Discrete Element Method (DEM) to model individual particles with Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), which models fluid flow at the continuum. There are two main categories for CFD-DEM: (i) fully-resolved, and (ii) unresolved or coarse-grained.

In fully-resolved simulations, the fluid mesh has a sub-particle resolution, while in coarse-grained simulations each fluid mesh comprises several particles (Figure 1). Fully resolved simulations provide high resolution data in regards to the local flow and particle drag force, but at the cost of high computational resources and small sample sizes. In contrast, coarse-grained simulations can consider large sample sizes but the ability to capture local behaviour is dependent on the fluid mesh size and empirical drag force expressions. This is particularly an issue with gap-graded soils which comprise coarse and fine particles with no intermediate sizes. The fluid mesh must be very small to perform fully resolved simulations, or there will be a large number of fine particles within each fluid mesh of the coarse-grained simulations and consequently local behaviour cannot be accurately captured.

An alternate approach is to employ Pore Network Models (PNM). PNM provides a network representation of the pore space, where individual pores are taken as nodes of the network and are connected by constrictions which are edges.
of the network. In assemblies of spheres, this network representation is often achieved using Delaunay-based
tessellation methods (Figure 2). Fluid flow is simulated in the network model using a Stokes flow algorithm which
solves for continuity (conservation of mass) for each node in the network using a local conductivity model. The
seepage induced drag forces can be obtained from the resulting flow field and geometric properties of the pores and
constrictions.

PNM models fluid flow at an intermediate length-scale to fully resolved and coarse-grained CFD-DEM (Figure 1).
While PNM is computationally efficient and can handle large sample sizes, there is a simplification of the pore space
geometry and governing fluid equations. To better understand these assumptions, the local flow field and seepage
induced drag obtained from PNM is compared to fully-resolved Immersed Boundary Method (IBM) simulations. The
comparative study was conducted for a range of linear graded and bimodal samples. PNM were generated using a
weighted Delaunay Tessellation (DT), along with the Modified Delaunay Tessellation (MDT) which considers the
merging of tetrahedral Delaunay cells to provide a more physical representation of the pore space. Two local
conductivity models were compared in simulating fluid flow in the PNM.

![Figure 3: Comparison of the drag force obtained from the PNM and IBM simulations for the linear graded (left) and
bimodal (right) sample.](image)

The local pressure field was very accurately captured for both the linear and bimodal samples with Pearson correlation
coefficients above 0.98. The local flow rate exhibited slightly more scatter and sensitivity to the choice of the local
conductance model. PNM based on the MDT clearly provided a better correlation with the IBM. In addition, there
was close similarity in the network shortest paths, indicating that the PNM captures dominant flow channels.
Comparison of streamline profiles demonstrated that local pressure drops coincided with the pore constrictions.
Following a rigorous validation of the drag force calculation, the comparison showed that linear graded samples were
able to calculate the force with reasonable accuracy (Figure 3), while the bimodal samples exhibited slightly more
scatter. This suggests that the PNM is a viable option to investigate the local behaviour of seepage induced migration
of particles but further research is required to improve the accuracy of the method, and this is subject of ongoing
research.
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In saturated sand filters and transition zones in dams and flood embankments subject to seepage the relation between the fluid-particle interaction forces and the contact forces acting on individual grains determines the point at which internal erosion initiates. Understanding of the relationship between applied stresses, packing density, and particle size distribution has been advanced by use of discrete element method (DEM) simulations. The fluid-particle interaction forces are more difficult to establish. This contribution gives an overview of the challenges associated with determining these forces.

The first point to establish is that numerical simulations are essential in any general study of fluid-particle interaction. Useful experimental work has been carried out; for example Ergun (1952) considered the pressured drop across beds of particles and developed a drag expression by considering the Kozeny-Carmen equation. While the Ergun equation has been widely used it is based on an indirect approach to determining the fluid particle interaction force generated that relies on a number of hypotheses and approximations. More recently, use of transparent soil and particle tracking in experiments has the potential to advance understanding of the flow field, however measurement of the forces on the individual grains is intractable.

To accurately determine the force acting on the grains using a numerical model the flow in the void space must be resolved. This poses a particular problem for geomechanics applications as the particles are relatively tightly packed and the geometry of the void space close to the particle is highly complex. Options available include computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations using a fixed (Eulerian) regular Cartesian grid in conjunction with an immersed boundary method (IBM), CFD simulations using an unstructured body-fitted Eulerian mesh, or use of the Lattice Boltzman Method (LBM). The first step in adopting one of these methods is to validate the method, its implementation and understand the influence of grid resolution and model parameters on accuracy; the work of Zick & Homsy (1982) is very useful in this regard.

Knight (2018) considered the influence of particle size distribution (polydispersity) on the fluid-particle interaction force. He prepared isotropic virtual filter samples using DEM simulations and considered linear particle size distributions as well as bi-modal samples; representative samples are illustrated in Figure 1(a). Computational consideration restricted consideration to coefficients of uniformity (Cu) ≤ 2.5 for the linear-graded samples, while the maximum size ratio for the bimodal samples was 4. Permeameter test simulations were carried out without allowing the particles to move. The fluid flow was simulated using IBM simulations with a regular Cartesian grid; a limited number of simulations were carried out using a more complex body-fitted unstructured mesh to verify the results. The permeability values were compared with experimental data from Taylor (2016).

The IBM-derived data were used to explore the effectiveness of existing expressions to calculate the particle drag forces knowing the porosity and fluid velocity in a representative element of soil. Figure 1(a) shows that the variation in the total fluid particle interaction force, i.e. the sum of the forces on the individual particles in the sample is captured well by the existing expression proposed by Tenneti et al. (2011) which includes correction for polydispersity. However, as illustrated in Figure 1(b) the individual fluid-particle interaction forces are poorly predicted using this approach.
Figure 1: Fluid particle interaction forces: comparison of IBM derived data and semi-empirical expression by Tenneti

Figure 1(b) illustrates a dependency between the local packing fraction of individual particles and the fluid-particle interaction force. Recognising this link, the drag expressions can be calculated using the local packing density, as calculated using a weighted sum of the volumes of the Voronoi cells surrounding each grain. As illustrated in Figure 2, this approach gives a significant improvement to the predictions of the individual fluid-particle interaction forces. This finding advances understanding of the factors that influence drag on individual sand grains in a saturated granular material subject to seepage flow as often occurs in embankment dams and flood embankments.

Figure 2: Fluid particle interaction force for sample with Cu=2.5 and void ratio of 0.427, Tenneti expression applied using local particle-scale packing fraction values.
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